






Since its humble beginnings, CARD MRI has always 
been eager of utilizing human ingenuity in its 
mission to uplift the lives of Filipino women and 
to eradicate poverty in the country. Our purposive 
journey together with technology can be traced 
back to our use of an old and battered typewriter 
and since then we have continued to integrate more 
and more innovations in our work and services.       

CARD MRI’s continuous shift to and integration of 
technology is reflected by our two covers, which 
aim to symbolize and portray CARD MRI’s progress 
from the use of traditional or analog methods 
towards technologically-enabled solutions, and 
our constant improvement of our techniques and 
procedures.

At CARD MRI, we are passionate in transforming 
ourselves to adapt to the overwhelming 
technological changes that are affecting our daily 
lives and the world around us. It may be a challenging 
year ahead but we will make sure that all these 
innovations we are taking are always inclusive and 
grounded to the needs of our member-clients. 
No one will be left behind in this journey, this we 
assure.
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Rizal Bank, Inc. is committed to:

•Empower socially-and-economically challenged 
women and families through continuous access to 
financial, microinsurance, educational, livelihood, 
health and other capacity-building services that 
eventually transform them into responsible citizens for 
their community and the environment;

•Enable the women members to gain control and 
ownership of financial and social development 
institutions; and,

•Partner with appropriate government agencies, 
private institutions, and people and community 
organizations to facilitate achievement of mutual goals.

INSTITUTIONAL OBJECTIVES
•To provide banking services especially designed 
for landless rural workers by bringing bank services 
to community sites and accommodating the least 
financial transactions within their affordability;

•To provide non-collateralized loans to non-bankable 
but viable projects; and,

•To ensure that the poorest Filipinos are provided with 
financial and non financial services.

Rizal Bank, Inc. is a world-class leader in microfinance 
and community-based social development 
undertakings that improves the quality of life of 
socially-and-economically challenged women and 
families towards nation building.

P O W E R E D  B Y  T E C H N O L O G Y
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Rizal Bank, Inc. (RBI) recognizes its purpose as an organization. We are more 
than a bank; we are built to help marginalized women and families reach their 
dreams. 

This 2017, RBI has gone through many positive changes. Some units from 
CARD, Inc. (A Microfinance NGO) were transitioned into becoming RBI mobile 
banking units, enabling clients to access more formal banking services. This 
was done because we recognize that our clients are continuously growing and 
improving their businesses. 

We want to grow with our clients. RBI keeps up by providing our clients with 
easy and convenient financial services. This includes exploring a new world 
where technology is utilized and maximized to further improve the way 
we deliver our services. Advanced technologies may be new to us but our 
passion to see a world without poverty keeps us going. We are brave enough 
to journey on to a new world; if that is what it takes to uplift the lives of our 
clients. 

Maximizing the use of technology in our endeavors also allows us to empower 
our staff with new banking skills and knowledge. As we take part in CARD MRI’s 
goal in 2020 to touch the lives of eight million Filipinos, we recognize the need 
to equip our staff while never losing ground of our values and mission. While 
training our staff to work with high efficiency and proficient skills we ensure 
that their hearts remain anchored to our mission of poverty eradication. 

The upcoming years for RBI are exciting. As we enter the digitization 
phase together with the rest of CARD MRI, we look forward to serving 
more communities and bringing more services that can contribute to the 
development of our nation. 

Flordeliza L. Sarmiento
Chairperson
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At Rizal Bank, Inc. (RBI), we believe that our services must touch the 
lives of the people meaningfully. We are inspired to go the extra mile 
because we are passionate in uplifting the lives of socioeconomically 
challenged women and families achieve their dreams and secure 
their future financially.

RBI has been known for providing incomparable products and 
services, and policies to its members. We are a bank that does not 
only do business to earn, but is equipped with a purpose to learn 
with its member and together succeed in life.

For five years, RBI remains to be faithful to its mandate to achieve 
eradication of poverty. The concept of battling poverty might be 
overwhelming but we believe that this dream is possible. With 
RBI’s concrete strategies, we are able to inspire Filipino women and 
families to break the cycle of generational poverty and open their 
eyes to opportunities that can improve their way of life.

CONSTANT UPGRADING
In 2013, CARD MRI acquired RBI’s (formerly Rizal Rural Bank (Taytay, 
Rizal), Inc.) 100% ownership. Implementation of microfinance 
program was then started by replicating the CARD MRI methodology. 
From a manually operated rural banking institution, RBI invested 
in various advanced technologies like e-banking system to better 
serve and provide outstanding service to its potential clients. 

This effort made all our transactions seamless. Moreover, our 
constant system upgrade allowed us to achieve higher productivity 
for our staff, resulting to more time in accommodating our clients. 

P R E S I D E N T  A N D  C E O ’ S  R E P O R T
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As of December 2017, RBI has served 
267,199 clients with an additional of 
59,372 for the year. We also opened six 
new branches in Solano, Nueva Vizcaya; 
Argao, Cebu; Siquijor, Siquijor; Santiago 
City, Isabela; Bais City, Negros Oriental, 
and Ormoc City, Leyte. Twenty MBOs 
and 11 MBUs were also opened. Thirty 
one units with 38,322 clients and 173 
staff/officers were transitioned to RBI 
from CARD, Inc. (A Microfinance NGO).

Moreover, part of RBI’s accomplishment 
this year is the expansion of operation 
of the Kabuhayan Program. Six more 
units started offering the same program, 
enabling us to provide this service to 
more clients who need it. Currently, 
there are 1,204 clients in this program 
with loan outstanding of PhP33.40 
million.

Another achievement of RBI is its 
collaboration with SSS. In 2016, RBI 
was approved as collecting agent, and 
in 2017 RBI started to accept premium 
payments from clients and general 
public. To extend the service for our 
clients, in November 2017, RBI was 
approved as the non-collecting agent 
partner of SSS for its members by 
assisting them to be registered as SSS 
members.

The staff were duly trained to make sure 
that the implementation of the program 
to all branches is consistent. Today, 
clients and the general public may now 
pay their SSS premium to us.

This year also, the Bank of the Philippine 
Island (BPI) acquired a minority stake in 
RBI, making BPI the exclusive located 
equity partner of RBI. In addition to 
RBI’s major triumphs is the success of 
the conducted Savings Caravan, which 
was first launched in Sta. Cruz then in 
Taytay, Tanay, and Malolos. The caravan 
aims to promote public awareness of 
the bank’s savings products for further 
savings mobilization. Caravans like these 
help the public recognize the need for 
them to manage their finances and how 
banks can help them save.

Moreover, RBI does not limit itself in 
only providing financial access to its 
client. We also take part in community 
development activities for our clients. 
This year, in coordination with the 
Microfinance and Health Protection 
(MaHP) unit of CARD MRI’s Community 
Development (ComDev) Group, we 
were able to conduct 24 Community 
Health Days in Sta. Cruz, Taytay, Tanay, 
and Malolos areas. ComDev is the group 
in-charge in implementing non-financial 
services, such as health and education 
programs, to the microfinance clients of 
CARD MRI, including RBI.

PERSISTENT PROGRESSION
Currently, RBI is still in the process of 
transition but this did not hamper our 
desire to deliver efficient and quality 
service to our members. This goes 
to show that CARD MRI’s vision is 
inculcated deeply not only in our staff’s 
minds but also engraved to our hearts. 

We acknowledge the talents of 
our homegrown staff. We tapped 
their expertise to help us grow as 
an institution and to achieve our 
goals. We also capacitate our staff 
by sending them to banking related 
programs. Furthermore, RBI was 
able to send 471 staff/officers to 
various training programs conducted 
by CARD-MRI Development 
Institute and other capacity building 
institutions such as BAIPHIL and 
Asian Confederations of Credit 
Unions.

MORE TRIUMPHS WITH YOU
Our strength lies in our desire to be 
a bank with the perfect balance of 
compassion and fairness to empower 
women, families, and communities. 
With our goal in mind, we continue 
to dream big this 2018.

We foresee that we will grow more 
in number as we plan to open eight 
branches next year. We will pursue 
reaching even the hardest to reach 
area so more women can take hold 
of their own destinies. Deep in 
our hearts, we know that we can 
help the untapped population of 
marginalized Filipino by providing 
them an opportunity to change their 
current circumstances in life.

Beyond banking services, it is RBI’s 
aspiration to be the instrument 
to transform lives. We desire our 
members to win in life by our 
continuous improvement of service.
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From being a client of CARD, Inc. (A Microfinance 
NGO), my unit in Taytay, Rizal was transitioned to 
RBI in November 2012. Back then, I am fully aware 
of how difficult life is for my family and me. So, when 
I got my first loan of Php3,000, I am determined to 
use that money to start my own business. With the 
money, I bought a sewing machine and some textile 
and other materials that I need to make leggings. 
Then, I sold it in a marketplace. That time, I was 
able to earn little but I persevered until customers 
started to recognize my products. We then started 
having a stable number of clientele where we can 
deliver our products. The second time I was given 
the opportunity to avail a loan, I bought additional 
sewing machines and textile and the garments we 
produced are delivered directly to Baclaran. This is 
when I started to feel that my business is already 
picking up.

LAUNCHING OF A VISION
When Ranelyn’s RTW store is still starting, I used to 
sew our garment products. The demand, however, 
is increasing; hence, we started employing sewers 
that could help us in supplying the orders of our 
customers. This has been our way of helping our 
community by giving job opportunities to people in 
our neighborhood.

Just like any business venture, we also faced 
challenges. For the garment industry, one of the 
roughest challenge is the off-season or the dry 
months. These are months of low orders. I really 
thought during those times that my business would 
unfortunately end but because RBI continuously 
believes in me and in my capacity as a business 
owner, I persisted to hurdle this obstacle and 
eventually succeeded.

F E A T U R E
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CONTINUING THE DREAM
In this line of business, we believe that quality is 
important. To us, consistency is the key. We always 
make sure that the raw materials that we buy is 
affordable but with good quality. We do not want 
to ruin our network of clientele by mass producing 
cheap products with less to no standards of quality. 
We also believe that our customers deserve only the 
best. 

But if there is one secret of my success in this 
business, that is good customer service. If not for 
the clients who usually buy our products, we will 
not get to where we are now. I am also grateful for 
our staff, who selflessly provide quality service to 
our customers. If your people feel great, it will also 
translate to their productivity in work.

LASTING PARTNERSHIP
To secure my family’s future, I plan to venture to other 
business opportunities. I am confident that through 
my good partnership with RBI, I can look forward to 
more triumphs in life.

I will forever be thankful for RBI as they were the first 
one to believe that I can achieve my dream. They have 
ignited my desire to dream for my family and attain it. 
More than the money given to me as a capital, I am 
thankful for the relentless support and encouraging 
trust of the organization. To feel supported and cared 
for by an organization  that invigorated me to endure 
and carry on.

RBI did not only help me to have a financially secured 
future for my family but also gave me a sense of 
empowerment as a woman. I will always be thankful 
for this change that RBI brought out in me.  
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Risk management is always a priority of the Bank even in all units of its operation. Part of it is the regular monitoring of 
branches being conducted by the Executive and Management Committee other than the regular audit and complaince 
test, which are being conducted for all bank branches.

RISK GOVERNANCE
Risk management process is incorporated in the bank management system and all levels of operations/units are involved. 
The respective unit head/supervisors are risk owners and are responsible in identifying risk at their levels through regular 
monitoring.

RISK CULTURE
To show our commitment to risk management, Rizal Bank, Inc.  is implementing a risk culture that defines the set of 
individual and corporate values, attitudes, competencies, and behavior. This is in compliance with circular 900- Guidelines 
on Operational Risk Management.

The Rizal Bank, Inc. (Formerly: Rizal Rural Bank (Taytay, Rizal), Inc.) was incorporated under the Philippine laws by virtue 
of Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) Certificate of Registration No. ASO94-11394 dated December 15, 1994. The 
Bank was granted the authority by the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) to operate as a microfinance-oriented rural bank 
on April 29, 1996. The Bank was established primarily to engage in the business of rural banking as defined and authorized 
under the Republic Act No. 3779, as amended, such as granting loans to small farmers and to deserving rural enterprises, 
as well as receiving deposits in accordance with the regulations promulgated by the Monetary Board.

On January 25, 2013, as approved by the Monetary Board in its Resolution No. 155, the Bank was acquired by the CARD 
MRI group and various individuals from its previous owners. Since then, it has continued engaging in rural banking but 
has concentrated its efforts towards developing programs and services tailored-fit to the needs of the socioeconomically 
challenged women and their families and began expanding its operations towards the Philippine country-side.

One of its major strategies is through the application of the CARD MRI microfinance program model of transitioning 
evaluated good and prime clients of Center for Agriculture and Rural Development (CARD), Inc.  (A Microfinance NGO) 
to Rizal Bank, Inc. This is for the clients to benefit from the microfinance, small, and medium facilities and services from 
the Bank; hence, resulting in the availing of more loans, deposits, and other banking products and services. All these are 
parallel to the vision-mission of the Bank, which is to serve the socioeconomically challenged women and their families 
nationwide.
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The main components shall include:
• Staff at all levels clearly understand their responsibilities with respect to risk management.
• Adoption of procedures with clearly drawn lines of authority, segregated duties and responsibilities, and appropriate 
checks and balances across the institution.

Three Lines of Defense
1. First Line of Defense – assures that operational people are accountable for the risk assumed in operational activities.
2. Second Line of Defense – reviews functions of the risk management department for ensuring that risk assumed by the 
Bank are appropriately managed and controlled.
3. Third Line of Defense – assures that Internal Audit, as an independent function, is controlling in line with best industry 
practices the activities of the First Line and Second Line of Defense.

RISK ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 
The Board of Directors delegate authority for the establishment of the Risk Management Framework to the President/CEO. 
The CEO delegates authority for analyzing, managing, and reporting risks to an independent risk management department.

The Risk Oversight Committee
Rizal Bank, Inc. has a founding vision being a bank that would be owned by the poor; especially by the landless rural 
women.This vision was kept intact by its Board Members, the management, and more importantly, by its clients. 

In line with this vision is the Board of Directors and management concern on “risk management”. The creation and approval 
of risk oversight committee, other than compliance to Circular No. 456, is also a vital move by Rizal Bank, Inc. Board of 
Directors because a bank’s success is largely dependent on the ability of its directors and officers in managing risks.

AML GOVERNANCE AND CULTURE
As a microfinance-oriented rural bank, catering the banking needs and services of its microfinance clients, it is the primary 
objective of Rizal Bank, Inc. that the financially and socially disadvantaged individuals are not denied to have access to 
financial services. Thus, a comprehensive and risk-based Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing Prevention Program 
(MLPP) was adopted to promote its high ethical and professional standards.

These policies and procedures are intensively implemented by all bank personnel to completely establish the clients’ true 
and full identity and to ensure that all transactions entered by the Bank are lawful and that the Bank is not being used 
for money laundering and terrorist financing activities. Updates from the national and international financial bodies are 
constantly monitored by the Bank to ensure conformity with its policies and procedures.

R I S K  M A N A G E M E N T  F R A M E W O R K
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE AND PRACTICES
The board of directors and management, employees 
and shareholders, believe that corporate governance 
is a necessary component for sound strategic business 
management. They are committed to adhere to ethical 
business conduct, rules and principles, and to undertake 
every effort necessary to create, observe, and promote 
awareness within the organization.

Observance of the principles of good corporate governance 
shall start with the board of directors. It shall be the Board’s 
responsibility to foster the long-term success of the bank and 
assure its sustained competitiveness in a manner consistent 
with its fiduciary responsibility, which it shall exercise in 
the best interest of the Bank, its shareholders and other 
stakeholders.  The board shall conduct itself with utmost 
honesty and integrity in the discharge of its duties, functions 
and responsibilities.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Directors are primarily responsible for approving and 

overseeing the implementation of the Bank’s strategic 
objectives, risk strategy, corporate governance, and 
corporate values. They are also responsible in overseeing 
the performance of senior management in as far as 
managing the day to day affairs of the Bank.

The Board shall approve policies on all major business 
activities such as investments, loans, assets and liability 
management, trust, business plan and budget.  Moreover, 
defining bank’s level of risk tolerance and mechanism to 
monitor in such business activities shall form part of its 
responsibilities.

The Board shall be responsible in defining the Bank’s level 
of risk tolerance and the oversight of the implementation 
of policies and procedures relating to the management of 
risk throughout the bank.

There are seven (7) board of directors elected on March 
11, 2017; two (2) of whom are independent directors.

Name of Director Type of Directorship Number of Years Served 
as Director % of Shares

Ms. Flordeliza L. Sarmiento Non-Executive 5 Years 5.00%
Dr. Jaime Aristotle B. Alip Non-Executive 5 years 3.00%
Dr. Dolores M. Torres Non-Executive 5 years 2.50%
Ms. Elma B. Valenzuela Executive 3 years 5.00%
Ms. Natividad N. Alejo Non-Executive 9 months 0.00%
Mr. Faustino M. Buenaventura Independent 5 years 0.00%
Ms. Pascuala S. Geñoso Independent 5 years 0.00%
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Name of Director Age Nationality Qualification
Ms. Flordeliza L. 
Sarmiento

55 Filipino More than 30 years of experience in the microfinance industry.

Educational Attainment:
• College
BS in Agriculture - Gregorio Araneta University Foundation, Metro Ma-
nila, Philippines (1983)

• Post Graduate
1. Masteral Degree-MBA - Trinity College of Quezon City, Metro Manial, 
Philippines (2004)
2. Executive MBA - Asian Institute of Management, Makati City, 
Philippines (2006)
3. Advanced Management Program - Harvard Business School Boston, 
Massachusetts (2015)

Various trainings in banking and other related fields including Field 
Exposure on SME Operations, Financial Inclusion Workshop, Updated 
Guidelines on Sound Credit Risk Management, Risk Management 
Seminar, Governance and Risk Management Training, and Basic Rural 
Banking Course.

Dr. Jaime Aristotle B. Alip 60 Filipino More than 30 years of experience in the microfinance industry.

Educational Attainment:
• College
BS Agriculture Major in Agricultural Economics – UPLB (1978)

• Post Graduate
1. MS in Professionl Studies – UPLB (1983)
2. PhD in Organization Devt - SAIDI, Antipolo, Rizal (2002)
3. OPM Program - Harvard Business School (2007)

Various trainings in banking and other related fields including Briefing 
on BSP Cir. 706 Updated AML Rules and Regulations, Exposure Program 
in ASA (in SBL, SME and MF), Seminar/ TA in SME Banking, Exposure 
in SME in BRAC Bank, Grameen Bank, and ASA, Exposure in Essen 
Bank in Germany, Exposure in MABS Program, Board Governance, and 
Operation on Rural Bank.

BOARD QUALIFICATION

C O R P O R A T E  G O V E R N A N C E
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Name of Director Age Nationality Qualification
Dr. Dolores M. Torres 62 Filipino More than 30 years of experience in the microfinance industry.

Educational Attainment:
• College
BSC Accountancy - Laguna College (1981)

• Post Graduate
1. MS in Community Development - UPLB (1985)
2. Global Excellence in Management - Case Western Reserve University, 
USA (2000)
3. Appreciative Inquiry - Case Western Reserve University, USA (2000)
4. Microfinance Training - Boulder, Colorado (2001)
5. Executive MBA - AIM, Makati City, Philippines (2006)
6. Key Executives Management Course - Harvard Business School USA 
(2010)
7. Ph.D. in Organzation Development - SAIDI, Manila, Philippines (2016)

Various trainings in banking and other related fields including Risk 
Management Excellence in Microfinance, Succession Planning: 
Developing Leaders from Within, ITIL Intermediate Certificate in 
Service Strategy, Basic and Advance Microfinance Training, Corporate 
Governance, and Basic Rural Banking Course.

Ms. Elma B. Valenzuela 53 Filipino More than 28 years of experience in the microfinance industry.

Educational Attainment:
 • College
BS Agriculture (Agronomy) - G. Araneta Univ. Foundation, Malabon, 
Metro Manila (1986)

• Post Graduate
1. MBA - Trinity College, Quezon City, Philippines (2004)
2. Executive MBA - Asian Institute of Management, Makati, Metro 
Manila (2007)
3. Advanced Management Program - Harvard Business School, Boston, 
Massachusetts (2015)

Various trainings in banking and other related fields including Exposure 
training on Agri Loan, BSP Cir. No. 706 Anti-Money Laundering Rules 
and Regulations, AMLA Law, RA 10365 and the AML Risk Rating System, 
Related Party Transactions, and 17th Microcredit Summit.
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Name of Director Age Nationality Qualification
Ms. Natividad N. Alejo 61 Filipino More than 28 years of working in various private financial institutions 

such as Head Consumer Banking Group of BPI Globe BanKo, Inc. A 
Savings Bank, Head Consumer Banking Group of Bank of the Philippine 
Islands, Director of Cebu Prop. Ventures and Dev. Corp, Director of 
Cebu Holdings, Inc. Director of BPI Bancassurance, Inc.

Director of BPI Direct BanKo, Inc., A Savings Bank (formerly known 
as BPI Direct Savings Bank, Inc.) since 2017, Secretary of Chamber of 
Thrift Bank since 2017, Chairman/Director of BPI International Finance 
Ltd. since 2015, President and Director of BPI Family Savings Bank, Inc. 
since 2015 and An Waray Party List since 2004.

Educational Attainment:
• College
AB Economics – Divine Word University, Tacloban Leyte (1976)

• Post Graduate
1. MA Economics (Candidate) - University of the Philippines, Quezon 
City (1977)
2. Advance Management Program - Harvard Business School, Boston 
Massachusetts (2005)

Various trainings in banking and other related fields including 14th 
MAP International CEO Conference 2016, Financial Inclusion Summit 
2016, Asian Financial Service Congress 2016, Corporate Governance 
and Risk Management Summit, Corporate Governance & Risk Mgmt 
Summit, Vitality Conference, Philippine Economic Briefing, and Asian 
Banker Excellence in Retail Financial Services Convention 2014.

C O R P O R A T E  G O V E R N A N C E
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Name of Director Age Nationality Qualification
Mr. Faustino M. 
Buenaventura

76 Filipino A Certified Public Accountant (1964)

More than 11 years of working in various private institutions such as 
MaryLand Tobacco Redrying Corp., Manila Electric Company, and Phil-
ippine Engr. & Construction Corp.

More than 31 years working in BSP as Bank Examiner handling various 
positions and Acting Bank Supervising Examiner.

Currently, Director/Vice Chairman of Llano Farmers Multi-Purpose 
Corp. since 2009 and Chairman of Integrated Jala-jala Federation of 
Coop. also since 2009.

Educational Attainment:
• College
BBA Accountancy – University of the East (1963)

Various trainings in banking and other related fields including Risk 
based Audit, Regional Seminar on Financial Regulator Training Inst., 
Train the Trainor Seminar on Micro-Finance Examination Guidelines 
and Procedures, Seminar on SFAS and SASP Updates, Capital Markets 
and Treasury Instrument course, and Values Orientation Workshop.

Ms. Pascuala S. Geñoso 63 Filipino Two years President/BOT of CARD Mutual Benefit Association from 
2006 to 2008.

Treasurer of Rinalisa Transport Service Multi Purpose Cooperative (Ri-
nalisa TSMPC) since 2007.

Educational Attainment:
• College
BSBA - Second Year – Porta Choeli (On-going)

Various trainings in banking other related fields including Corporate 
Governance, Related Party Transactions, Risk based Audit, Corporate 
Governance for Rural Bank Directors, and Governance and AMLA 
workshop.
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Board of Directors’ Meeting Attendance

Name of Director Attended %
Ms. Flordeliza L. Sarmiento 12 100%
Dr. Jaime Aristotle B. Alip 12 100%
Dr. Dolores M. Torres 12 100%
Ms. Elma B. Valenzuela 12 100%
Ms. Natividad N. Alejo* 8 89%
Mr. Faustino M. Buenaventura 12 100%
Ms. Pascuala S. Geñoso 12 100%
Total Number of Meetings for 
the Year

12

Board Selection Process
To ensure that the board passed the required qualifications, 
selection process must be followed:

1. The Selection Committee is informed through the 
Governance Committee of the need to conduct selection/
nomination at least one year before the position will be 
vacated or replaced.

2. Inventory of stockholders and their respective qualifications 
shall be maintained at all times. 

3. Shortlist of potential directors who passed the Bank’s 
criteria shall be endorsed. 

4. The Governance Committee shall endorse the short list 
of potential directors to the stockholders during annual 
stockholders meeting.   

5. When available position in the board opens, nomination 
shall be coming from the shortlisted stockholders who 
possessed the qualification as evaluated by the governance 
committee. 
 
6. Once elected, this shall be endorsed to the board for 
confirmation. 

BOARD COMMITTEES

a. AUDIT COMMITTEE
The Audit Committee provides oversight of the bank’s 
financial reporting policies, practices and controls to 
ensure its effectiveness. This includes setting-up of both 
internal and external audit functions, investigative powers 
and creation of mechanisms for bank personnel to raise 
concerns about possible improprieties or malpractices.

Audit Committee Attendance:

Name of Director Attendance %
Mr. Faustino M. Buenaventura 12 100%
Ms. Pascuala S. Geñoso 12 100%
Ms. Natividad N. Alejo* 8 89%
Total Number of Meetings for 
the Year 

12

b. RISK OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE 
The Risk Oversight Committee oversees the Bank’s risk 
management policies and practices to ensure that its 
system remains effective and immediate corrective 
actions are undertaken. It consists of the identification 
and evaluation of risk exposures, development of risk 
management strategies, implementation of the risk 
management plan and the periodical review and revision 
of the risk management plan as necessary.

Risk Oversight Committee Attendance:

Name of Director Attendance %
Dr. Dolores M. Torres 12 100%
Ms. Pascuala S. Geñoso 12 100%
Ms. Natividad N. Alejo* 8 89%
Total Number of Meetings 
for the Year 

12

*Elected in March 2017

*Elected in March 2017

*Elected in March 2017

C O R P O R A T E  G O V E R N A N C E
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SENIOR MANAGEMENT
The Senior Management, as mandated by the Board, 
has the oversight and responsibility for effectively 
implementing the bank’s policies and practices on its day-
to-day operations and affairs.

EXTERNAL AUDITOR
The external auditor, auditor-in-charge, and members 
of the audit team adhere to the highest standards of 
professional conduct and shall carry out services in 
accordance with relevant ethical and technical standards, 
such as the Generally Accepted Auditing Standards 
(GAAS) and the Code of Professional Ethics for certified 
public accountants.

INTERNAL AUDITOR
The Internal Audit Unit’s responsibilites include tasks on 
compliance audit, operation audit, management audit, 
and informaton systems audit. It also holds full access 

Name of Director Attendance %
Ms. Pascuala S. Geñoso 12 100%
Mr. Faustino M. Buenaventura 12 100%
Ms. Flordeliza L. Sarmiento 12 100%
Total Number of Meetings for 
the Year 

12

d. COMPLIANCE COMMITTEE
The Compliance Committee establishes the Bank’s 
compliance program, ensures its implementation, and makes 
amendments relative to recent regulatory issuances.

Compliance Committee Attendance:

Name of Director Attendance %
Dr. Dolores M. Torres 12 100%
Ms. Elma B. Valenzuela 12 100%
Mr. Christopher B. Dela Cruz 12 100%
Total Number of Meetings for 
the Year 

12

e. RELATED PARTY COMMITTEE
Evaluate annually existing relations between and among 
businesses and counterparties to ensure that all related 
parties are continuously identified, related party transactions 

Name of Director Attendance %
Mr. Faustino M. Buenaventura 12 100%
Ms. Pascuala S. Geñoso 12 100%
Mr. Christopher B. Dela Cruz 12 100%
Ms. Rhea A. Panergayo 12 100%
Total Number of Meetings for 
the Year 

12

are monitored and including subsequent changes in 
relationship with counterparty.
 
Oversee the implementation of the system for identifying, 
monitoring, measuring, controlling, and reporting 
RPTs, including the periodic review of RPT policies and 
procedures.

Related Party Committee Attendance:

c. GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE
The Governance Committee is responsible in ensuring 
board effectiveness through the utilization of performance 
evaluation mechanisms and due observance of corporate 
governance principles and guidelines across the Bank. It also 
provides guidance to management in strategic issues and 
ensures that management oversees the implementation of 
the strategic plan.

Governance Committee Attendance:
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rights to all actvites, informaton, records, propertes, and 
personnel relevant to the internal audit activity.

COMPLIANCE
Under the oversight of the Board Compliance Committee, the 
Compliance Unit is mandated to implement the established 
compliance program of the bank. It is responsible in ensuring 
that the bank is fully compliant with the requirements, 
policies, circulars and guidelines issued by the BSP, BIR, 
LGUs, and other government agencies. It conducts periodical 
compliance testing/checking in all bank branches and head 
office, including departments/units on a risk-based approach. 
A Chief Compliance Officer (CCO) shall be appointed by the 
bank’s board of directors to head the Unit and will directly 
report to the committee.

PRACTICE TO MITIGATE MONEY LAUNDERING
Pursuant to the BSP Circular 950 series of 2017 or the 
Amendments to Part Eight or the Anti-Money Laundering 
Regulations of the Manual of Regulations for Banks and 
Manual of Regulations for Non-Bank Financial Institutions, 
a comprehensive and risk-based Money Laundering and 
Terrorist Financing Prevention Program (MLPP) was adopted 
by Rizal Bank, Inc. to promote its high ethical and professional 
standards. These policies and procedures are intensively 
implemented by all bank personnel to completely establish 
the clients’ true and full identity and to ensure that all 
transactions entered by the bank are lawful and that the bank 
is not being used for money laundering and terrorist financing 
activities. Finally, updates from the national and international 
financial bodies are constantly monitored by the bank to 
ensure conformity with its policies and procedures.

TRAINING PROCESS
The executive and management committees as well as the 
compliance officer shall conduct orientation seminars in all 
concerned units and branches. All directors are required to 
attend corporate governance seminar conducted by a duly 

recognized private or government institute.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Rizal Bank, Inc. conducts Performance Evaluation annually. 
Results are reviewed covering the twelve months to 
serve as the Annual Performance Rating of the employee. 
Performance Evaluation takes into consideration both 
quantitative and qualitative performance indicators.

The corporate governance committee shall be responsible 
in ensuring the effectiveness and due observance of the 
Board on the principles and guidelines. It shall include 
overseeing periodic performance evaluation of the board 
and it shall be forwarded to the committee, who will 
be responsible in deciding whether each director has 
adequately carried out his/her duties using the criteria 
stated in the evaluation form. The result of the evaluation 
shall be the basis of the committee in recommending 
continuing education of directors and succession plan for 
the board members and senior officers.

SUCCESSION PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
As the Bank moves forward and prepares for the future, 
it is fundamental that it ensures readiness of the next 
generation of leaders. The Corporate Governance 
Committee ensures that the review of the succession 
planning process is being done. This is in preparation 
for filling up of vacancies brought about by expansion, 
promotion, and retirement, among others. This succession 
plan is to ensure that qualified employees are recruited 
and developed to fill each key role within the Bank.

REMUNERATION POLICY
Rizal Bank, Inc. maintains a salary and benefits structure 
competitive with the prevailing rates/system of similar 
agencies and organizations compatible with the financial 
condition and objectives of the institution.  The value 
of all jobs within the institution is established at rates 
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of pay that are fair and equitable in relation to the job 
requirements in terms of complexity, responsibility, skills 
and qualifications, and in relation to all other jobs in the 
institution.

POLICIES ON RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
Rizal Bank, Inc. policy on related party covers transactions 
or dealings of the bank with related parties as defined 
under the Manual of Regulations of the Bank such as bank’s 
subsidiaries, affiliates, directors, officers, stockholders and 
their related interest, and other related parties as identified 
and approved by the board of directors regardless of 
whether or not the price is charged. 

The Bank’s Related Party Committee is composed of two (2) 
Board of Directors. All of them are Independent Directors 
that  evaluate all material related party transactions based 
on the approved threshold to ensure that the terms are no 
less favorable than the terms generally available to non-
related party under the same circumstances and that no 
resources of the bank are misappropriated or misapplied. 
The evaluated transactions are endorsed for board 
approval.

CONSUMER PROTECTION POLICIES
It is the policy of Rizal Bank, Inc. to protect its customers 
at all times while ensuring that banking laws and rules and 
regulations are also consistently complied. Thus, Rizal Bank, 
Inc. ensures that all officers and employees are well guided 
in dealing with customers to achieve this objective. These 
policies, procedures, and standards shall be as follows:

1. Disclosure and Transparency
2. Protection of customer Information
3. Fair Treatment

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Rizal Bank, Inc., in collaboration with CARD MRI’s Community 
Development group, provides health protection program 
for its clients. This is the Bank’s way of making sure that its 
clients are in good health condition.

The Bank also provides scholarship grants for its client and 
their children. This is inline of CARD MRI’s “One Family, 
One Student“ Program where it is envisioned that every 
household should at least have one college graduate. To 
avail the program, clients should be at least three years 
member with good repayment and business performance.
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ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
The program management of Rizal Bank, Inc. is structured into three main levels. The first level is made up of seven-
member Board of Directors, which is responsible for formulating and designing all program policies and for providing 
direction to ensure its success.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

GOVERNANCE

AUDIT

RISK

COMPLIANCE

RELATED PARTY

INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR DIRECTOR DIRECTOR DIRECTORINDEPENDENT DIRECTOR DIRECTOR

CORPORATE SECRETARY TREASURER

DIRECTOR

The second level consists of the management staff, which includes the Chief Executive Officer (CEO), Senior Vice President 
(SVP), Vice President (VP), Assistant Vice President, Senior Regional Director (SRD), Regional Director (RD), Chief Compliance 
Officer (CCO), Risk Manager (RM), Deputy Director for Audit (DDA), Deputy Director for Finance (DDF), Information Security 
Officer (ISO), Senior Program Manager (SPgM) and Personnel Manager (PM). This level of management is a) responsible 
for ensuring effective implementation of all program targets; b) designing policies and strategies based on program results 
in consultation with the field staff; c) ensuring compliance with banking regulations and reportorial requirements of the 
Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) and d) building linkages with other agencies.
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The third level of management is responsible for supervision of the branches and field operations.
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Name of Director Age Nationality Qualification
Elma B. Valenzuela 
President and CEO

53 Filipino More than 28 years of experience in the microfinance industry.

Educational Attainment:
• College
BS Agriculture (Agronomy) - Gregorio Araneta University Foundation, 
Malabon, Metro Manila (1986)

• Post Graduate
1.MBA - Trinity College, Quezon City (2004)
2.Executive MBA - Asian Institute of Management, Makati, Metro 
Manila (2007)
3.Advanced Management Program - Harvard Business School, 
Boston, Massachusetts (2015)

Various training in banking and other related fields including Exposure 
training on Agri Loan, BSP Cir. No. 706 Anti-Money Laundering Rules 
and Regulations, AMLA Law, RA 10365 and the AML Risk Rating 
System, Related Party Transactions, and 17th Microcredit Summit.

Juliana B. De Leon 
Senior Vice President for 
Operation

46 Filipino More than 23 years of experience in the microfinance industry.

Educational Attainment:
• College
BS Agriculture Major in Agricultural Education - Mindoro State 
College of Agriculture and Technology
Victoria, Oriental Mindoro (1992)

• Post Graduate
1.Master of Science in International Community Economic 
Development - Southern New Hampshire University, USA (2009)

Various training in banking and other related fields including Power 
Presentation, Management Development Program and Leadership, 
and Diversity Innovation Program.

BANK EXECUTIVES AND SENIOR MANAGEMENT
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Name of Director Age Nationality Qualification
Marlyn M. Marudo
Assistant Vice President 
for Operation

43 Filipino More than 20 years of experience in the microfinance industry.

Educational Attainment:
• College
A.Radio Technician - Lyceum of Batangas (1994)

• Post Graduate
1.MBA - SAIDI (2011)

Various training in banking and other related fields including Basic 
Banking Regulations and Compliance, Related Party Transactions, 
FCDU Training, and Governance Training.

Anna Lorraine J. Maur
Vice President for Finance-
OIC

39 Filipino More than 19 years of experience in the microfinance industry.

Educational Attainment:
• College
BS Accountancy – San Pablo Colleges (1998)

• Post Graduate
1.Master of Arts in OD Specializing in Microfinance Management - 
SAIDI and CARD-MRI Development Institute, Inc. (2011)

Various training in banking and other related fields including 
Wharton/RMA Advance Risk Management, Savings Game Training, 
Comprehensive Seminar in FWT and EWT, Expenditures Taxation: 
Comprehensive Seminar to Achieve Tax Compliance in Local Account 
Payable Process and Updates on Basel III, and IFRS 9.
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Name of Director Age Nationality Qualification
Christopher B. Dela Cruz
Chief Compliance Offi-
cer-OIC

34 Filipino More than 11 years of experience in the microfinance industry.

Educational Attainment:
• College
BS Accountancy - Laguna College, San Pablo City, Laguna (2003)

• Post Graduate
1.Master in Productivity and Quality Management-Major in 
Microfinance - Development Academy of the Philippines, Pasig, 
Metro Manila (2017)

Various training in banking and other related fields including Data 
Privacy Act Training, Training basic supervision for supervisor and 
managers for DOLE 174, EQ and Leadership for bankers, BSP Cir. No. 
706 as Amended by BSP Cir. No. 950, AMLA Law, and the AMLA Risk 
Rating System, and Corporate Governance Seminar.

Frederick M. Arellano
Risk Manager

38 Filipino More than 14 years of experience in the microfinance industry.

Educational Attainment:
• College
BSC Major in Management - Southern Luzon State University (2001)

• Post Graduate
1.Master in Business Administration - San Pablo Colleges (2015)
2.Master in Productivity and Quality Management - Major in 
Microfinance - Development Academy of the Philippines (2015)

Various training in banking and other related fields including Seminar 
on Implementing with ISO - Business Continuity Management, 
Business Impact Analysis / Risk Assessment, and Basic Banking 
Regulations and Compliance.
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Name of Director Age Nationality Qualification
Rhea A. Panergayo
Deputy Director for Au-
dit-OIC

32 Filipino More than 10 years of experience in the microfinance industry.

Educational Attainment:
• College
BS Accountancy – Laguna College (2006)

Various training in banking and other related fields including 
Technology Risk Management: Establishing the Risk Assessment (RA) 
Process training, ACCESS (A-one Competitive Choice for Excellence 
in Service and Soundness) Branding Auditors Training, BSP Circular 
No. 706 “Updated Anti-Money Laundering Rules and Regulations, 
Cyber-security and Anti-Money Laundering, and Auditing Financial 
Statement and its Compliance.

Analiza D. De Lumban
Deputy Director for Fi-
nance-OIC

35 Filipino More than 12 years of experience in the microfinance industry.

Educational Attainment:
• College
BS Accountancy – Laguna College (2005)

Various training in banking and other related fields including 
Basic Banking Regulations and Compliance, Advance Risk Based 
Compliance, Compliance Management System Assessment Seminar, 
Related Party Transaction, and Enterprise Risk Management.

Glenn C. Matienzo
Information Security 
Officer

34 Filipino More than 9 years of experience in the microfinance industry.

Educational Attainment:
• College
BS Information Technology - Laguna State Polytechnic University, Los 
Banos Campus (2007)

Various training in banking and other related fields including Diploma 
in Digital Forensics and Cybersecurity, Basic Banking Regulations 
and Compliance, Data Privacy Officer (DPO) Briefing, Overview of 
Business Continuity Management - ISO 22301 Aligning to BSP Cir. 
No. 951, and KISS (Keep Information Society Secure | Keep Infosec 
Systems Simple).
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Name of Director Age Nationality Qualification
Jewarde D. Brion
Senior Program Manag-
er-OIC

33 Filipino More than 11 years of experience in the microfinance industry.

Educational Attainment:
• College
BS Information Technology - Laguna State Polytechnic University 
(2005)

Various training in banking and other related fields including System 
Analysis and Design, Java Programming 1, Developing Windows 
Communication Foundation Solutions using visual studio, Wizards 
Group, and Object-Oriented Analysis & Design using UML.

Myrna M. Guevarra
Personnel Manager

41 Filipino More than 5 years of experience in the microfinance industry.

Educational Attainment:
• College
BS Computer Programming- Information Services of the Philippines 
(1997)

Various training in banking and other related fields including Basic 
Banking Regulations and Compliance, Sexual Harassment and 
Sex Related Cases in the workplace, Coaching Nurturing Towards 
Passion, Purpose and Productivity Training, and Labor Law Seminar.

Ma. Adoracion M. Ola
Senior Regional Director

43 Filipino More than 20 years of experience in the microfinance industry.

Educational Attainment:
• College
BSC Business Administration – Manual L. Quezon University (1997)

• Post Graduate
1.Master of Arts in OD Specializing in Microfinance Management - 
SAIDI and CARD-MRI Development Institute, Inc. (2013)

Various training in banking and other related fields including Basic 
Banking Regulations and Compliance, Anti Money Laundering 
Training, Leadership Training, and Introduction to Lean Six Sigma.
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Name of Director Age Nationality Qualification
Larry-Jun B. Barcoma 
Acting Senior Regional 
Director

36 Filipino More than 11 years of experience in the microfinance industry.

Educational Attainment:
• College
BA Major in Philosophy - Aquinas University of Legazpi (2003)

• Post Graduate
1.Master in Productivity and Quality major in Microfinance - 
Development Academy of the Philippines (2015)
2.Bachelor of Laws - University of Southern Philippines (On-going)

Various training in banking and other related fields including Basic 
Banking Regulations and Compliance.

Pedro L. Maniebo 
Regional Director

42 Filipino More than 18 years of experience in the microfinance industry.

Educational Attainment:
• College
BSC Management – University of Batangas (1997)

• Post Graduate
1.Master in Productivity and Quality major in Microfinance - 
Development Academy of the Philippines (2013)

Various training in banking and other related fields including Basic 
Banking Regulations and Compliance, AMLA LAW and AML Risk 
Rating System, and Risk Based Audit Methodology.
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Name of Director Age Nationality Qualification
Nenia I. Peralta 
Regional Director

41 Filipino More than 19 years of experience in the microfinance industry.

Educational Attainment:
• College
BSC Banking in Finance – San Pablo Colleges (1998)

• Post Graduate
1.MSI - CED - SAIDI (2010)

Various training in banking and other related fields including Basic 
Banking Regulations and Compliance, AMLA Training, and Sustaining 
Passion through Story Telling.

Venus C. Justiniana 
Regional Director-OIC

37 Filipino More than 12 years of experience in the microfinance industry.

Educational Attainment:
• College
BS Secondary Education – Naga College Foundation (2001)

• Post Graduate
1.Master in Productivity and Quality Management Major in 
Microfinance - Development Academy of the Philippines, Pasig, 
Metro Manila (2017)

Various training in banking and other related fields including Basic 
Banking Regulations and Compliance.

Joseph G. Verano 
Regional Director-OIC

42 Filipino More than 19 years of experience in the microfinance industry.

Educational Attainment:
• College
BS Elementary Education – Osmeña Colleges, Masbate City (1997)

Various training in banking and other related fields including 
Basic Banking Regulations and Compliance and Basic for Effective 
Supervision Seminar.
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Name of Director Age Nationality Qualification
Ruby Anne C. Dimaano 
Regional Director-OIC

36 Filipino More than 14 years of experience in the microfinance industry.

Educational Attainment:
• College
BSBA Management – Dalubhasaan Ng Lungsod Ng San Pablo (2002)

Various training in banking and other related fields including Basic 
Banking Regulations and Compliance and Bless Training Program.

Rebecca R. Fortez 
Regional Director-OIC

39 Filipino More than 12 years of experience in the microfinance industry.

Educational Attainment:
• College
BS Agribusiness Management – Central Bicol State University (2001)

Various training in banking and other related fields including Basic 
Banking Policies and Regulations, Microfinance Risk and Legal 
Aspect, Business Correspondence, AM Advance Course on Human 
Resource Management, and Special Agri and QSL Training.

Evan O. Cabulit 
Regional Director-OIC

33 Filipino More than 11 years of experience in the microfinance industry.

Educational Attainment:
• College
BS in Information Technology – Bicol University

Various training in banking and other related fields including Basic 
Banking Regulations and Compliance Training, and Special Agri and 
QSL Training.
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Stockholder Nationality Percentage of 
stock holdings Voting Status

Center for Agriculture and Rural Development (CARD), Inc. Filipino 22% Voting
CARD Bank, Inc. Filipino 40% Voting

LIST OF MAJOR STOCKHOLDERS

LIST AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES OFFERED 

Loan Product Product Description
MF-Sikap 1 This product includes all loans intended for business or enterprises of the microfinance 

clients such as for working capital, purchase of equipment and assets for use in the 
business, buying of raw materials, etc. Loan amount is up to PhP150,000.00 with 28% 
interest rate per annum.

MF-Sikap 1 GLIP In the continuous effort of Rizal Bank, Inc. towards assisting its loyal clients who are beyond 
the mandatory exit age of 70 years old and to support their existing business, a loan 
product shall be offered to all qualified clients. The loan amount is up to PhP150,000.00 
with 28% interest rate per annum.

MF-Sikap Additional Realizing that during the implementation of the clients’ businesses being funded by the 
MF-Sikap 1 loan, there are situations concerning their business implementation that 
require additional cash as working capital or additional funds to smoothen the cash flow 
and overall business implementation. Thus, the MF-Sikap Additional is packaged and 
is being offered to qualified microfinance clients. It seeks to ensure that the business 
implementation of the clients will not be affected by lack of cash or capital. The loan 
amount is up to PhP20,000.00 with 28% interest rate per annum.

MF-Microfinance Plus Pursuant to BSP circular 744 as an amendments to cash flow Annex A of BSP circular 694, 
“microfinance plus” was added as an additional type of microfinance loans. Hence, realizing 
the demonstrated success in the businesses of our microfinance clients, the Bank shall be 
offering “MF-Microfinance Plus” in accordance with the provisions of this type of loan. 
This shall be offered to all qualified clients based on the Bank’s policy and in accordance 
with the rules and regulations of the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas. The loan amount is up to 
PhP300,000.00 with 28% interest rate per annum.

MF-Kabuhayan Loan This product is intended for micro-entrepreneurs with small business/es operating for at 
least one year. The loan amount is up to PhP300,000.00 with 28% interest rate per annum 
for weekly and semi-monthly modes of payment. 
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Loan Product Product Description
MF-Micro Agri Loan This product seeks to assist clients of Rizal Bank, Inc. to have access to microfinance loans 

that they can use in implementing agricultural and other agriculture related businesses. 
This can be used for rice, corn, tobacco, onions, garlic, banana production, rubber 
production, vegetable production, livestock production (hog raising/fattening, cattle, goat, 
poultry production, fish, and seafood). The loan amount is up to PhP150,000.00 with 28% 
interest rate per annum for weekly, monthly, and lump-sum modes of payment.

MF-Micro Housing Loan Realizing that during the implementation of the clients’ businesses and they still need 
other loans to cope-up with financial requirements, Rizal Bank, Inc. developed other loan 
products to support these clients’ various needs. This product aims at ensuring that the 
clients are taken-cared of all the time and that they do not go back to borrowing from 
usurious money lenders. This is intended for the clients’ house repairs, maintenance or 
renovations. Loan amount is up to Php20,000.00 for non-preferred stockholders and 
PhP150,000.00 for preferred stockholders with 28% interest rate per annum for weekly, 
monthly, and lump-sum modes of payment.

SME-Working Capital
Loan

This product is intended for microfinance clients who have gradually developed their 
businesses to become an SME thus will need higher loans. It is offered to all clients whose 
loan requirement exceeds the maximum microfinance loans of PhP300,000.00. This 
loan whose purpose is to finance daily operations of a company or business. This loan is 
expected to be repaid from the operating funds in the course of doing business.

SME-Investment Loan This product is intended for microfinance clients who have gradually developed their 
businesses to become an SME thus will need higher loans. It is offered to all clients whose 
loan requirement exceeds the maximum microfinance loans of PhP300,000.00. This loan 
is for medium-term financing for a maximum term of three (3) years is intended to finance 
the acquisition of fixed assets either as replacement or for business expansion.

OL-Educational Loan 
(Elementary)

This loan shall and only be exclusive for clients with children or dependents in Pre and 
Elementary level (Daycare/Kinder, Prep, and Grades 1 to 6). The loan amount is up to 
PhP3,000.00 with 12% interest rate per annum.

OL-Educational Loan
(High School)

This loan shall be used in all educational loans granted to clients for the purpose of 
supporting client’s children in High School. The loan amount is up to PhP10,000.00 with 
18% interest rate per annum.

OL-Educational Loan
(College)

This loan shall be used in all educational loans granted to clients for the purpose of 
supporting client’s children in College. The loan amount is up to PhP10,000.00 with 18% 
interest rate per annum.
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Loan Product Product Description
OL-Health Loan 
(PhilHealth)

This product is provided to qualified clients amounting to maximum three (3) months to (1) 
one year premium payment for the clients. Once the loan procedures are completed and 
the loan is disbursed, the loan proceeds are paid directly by Rizal Bank, Inc. to PhilHealth. In 
return, the borrowing client will get a full MDR-Member’s Data Record (good for one year) 
which is primarily being required by hospitals for the clients to avail of all hospitalization 
benefits. The loan amount is up to PhP2,400.00 with 24% interest rate per annum.

OL-Health Loan 
(Insurance Premium)

In order for the Rizal Bank, Inc. clients to avail of insurance products for their continuous 
protection against un-expected circumstances such as sickness, loss of life and property, 
among others, additional loan facility was offered to all qualified clients/clients. The loan 
amount  is based on the insurance product to be availed with 24% interest rate per annum.

OL-Cellphone Loan In the continuous effort of Rizal Bank, Inc. towards assisting its clients and to support 
future plans of the bank in the implementation of Mobile Financial Services (MFS) project, 
mobile phone/cellphone loan shall be offered to all qualified clients. The loan shall be used 
in acquiring mobile phone/cellphone unit. The loan amount is up to PhP5,000.00 with 28% 
interest rate per annum.

OL-SSS Premium Loan This loan is intended for Rizal Bank, Inc. clients and savers who want to avail servies of SSS 
for their future retirement. The bank will provide this loan to all qualified clients for their 
SSS Contribution Premium payments. Processing fee is PhP50.00 which will be paid by the 
client during the loan release/disbursement only. The loan amount depends on the client’s 
SSS Premium Contribution with 24% interest rate per annum.

Deposit Products Product Description
Pangakong-Ipon - 
Pledge Savings

The Pangakong-Ipon represents each clients's capital build-up and also acts as loan guarantee 
given that loans are non-collateralized. It consists of the PhP50.00 weekly Pangakong-Ipon. 
The primary purpose of the Pangakong-Ipon is to have a capital build-up fund which clients 
can use for buying shares of stocks from Rizal Bank, Inc. or Rizal Bank as well as to serve 
as guarantee for their loans. Minimum initial deposit amounts to PhP50.00 and maintaining 
balance is PhP100.00. The minimum balance to earn interest is PhP100.00 with 2% interest 
rate per annum.

Kusang-Ipon - 
Regular Savings

The Kusang-Ipon account represents regular savings account evidenced by passbook. 
Minimum initial deposit amounts to PhP200.00 and maintaining balance is Php200.00. The 
minimum balance to earn interest is PhP500.00 with 1.5% interest rate per annum.
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Remittance Product Product Description
Remittance (CARD Sulit 
Padala)

The Bank offers fast and cheap domestic remittance service to its clients and staff. The 
extensive banking network of Rizal Bank, Inc. and availability of in-house remittance system, 
remittance services of the bank can be availed at a cheaper cost. It is made available in 
all Rizal Bank, Inc. branches nationwide including branches of CARD SME Bank, Inc. and 
CARD Bank, Inc. as payout centers. Amount than can be remitted ranges from PhP1.00 to 
PhP50,000.00 with fees from PhP1.00 to 1% of principal amount of remittances.

Deposit Products Product Description
Tagumpay Tagumpay savings seeks to encourage savers to deposit regularly in order to achieve or fulfill 

a dream such as building a house for their family, higher education for themselves or for their 
children, among others. This account is a recurring deposit savings account with fixed deposit 
amount every week/month until it reaches the maximum term of five years. This shall be 
supported by a signed agreement/contract. Minimum initial deposit amounts to PhP200.00, 
minimum balance to earn interest is PhP500.00 with 5% interest rate per annum.

Bantay-Ipon - 
Special Savings Deposit 

This account represents special savings account (time deposit), which helps the client to secure 
savings for a better future. Interest rate depends on the amount of deposit and term. The 
minimum initial deposit amounts to PhP10,000.00 and maintaining balance is PhP10,000.00 
with 2% to 4.25% interest rate.

Agap-Ipon This account represents deposit account for kids that is specially designed for children to 
enable them in building a savings habit at an early state. It will enable child to save and 
become clients of Kiddie Savers Club. The minimum initial deposit amounts to PhP100.00 and 
maintaining balance is PhP100.00 and the inimum balance to earn interest is PhP500.00 with 
1.5% interest rate per annum.
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In this age of technology, our journey 
to 5-8-40 has been challenged to its 
core. There were adjustments made 
but what remained is our commitment 
to eradicate poverty in the country. 
This year, we opened branches, forged 
partnerships, did marketing campaigns, 
and conducted series of orientation about 
our products and services. All these are 
our ways of making a better Philippines.

A C T I V I T I E S
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Ms. Flordeliza L. Sarmiento
Chairperson

Dr. Jaime Aristotle B. Alip
Director

Dr. Dolores M. Torres
Director

 Ms. Elma B. Valenzuela
Director

Ms. Natividad N. Alejo
Director

Ms. Anna Lorraine J. Maur
Corporate Treasurer

Mr. Benito R. Pagaspas
Corporate Secretary

Ms. Pascuala S. Geñoso
Director

Mr. Faustino M. Buenaventura
Director

Atty. Edgardo R. Marilim
Corporate Legal Counsel
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Ms. Elma B. Valenzuela
President and CEO

Ms. Juliana B. De Leon
Senior Vice President for Operations

Ms. Anna Lorraine J. Maur
Vice President for Finance-OIC

Ms. Ma. Adoracion M. Ola
Senior Regional Director

Mr. Larry-Jun B. Barcoma
Acting Senior Regional Director

Ms. Venus C. Justiniana
Regional Director-OIC

Ms. Ruby Anne C. Dimaano
Regional Director-OIC

Mr. Pedro L. Maniebo
Regional Director

Ms. Nenia I. Peralta
Regional Director

Mr. Joseph G. Verano
Regional Director-OIC

Mr. Evan O. Cabulit
Regional Director-OIC

Ms. Rebecca R. Fortez
Regional Director-OIC

Ms. Medelyn K. Alimagno
Senior Area Manager

Ms. Marlyn M. Marudo
Assistant Vice President for Operations

Mr. Frederick M. Arellano
Risk Manager

Ms. Analiza D. De Lumban
Deputy Director for Finance-OIC

Mr. Jewarde D. Brion
Senior Program Manager-OIC

Mr. Glenn C. Matienzo
Information Security Officer

Mr. Christopher B. Dela Cruz
Chief Compliance Officer-OIC

Ms. Rhea A. Panergayo
Deputy Director for Audit-OIC

Ms. Myrna M. Guevarra
Personnel Manager

Mr. Ronelio A. Estoya
IT Head
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Banco De Oro (BDO)

Bank of the Philippine Islands (BPI)

Land Bank of the Philippines (LBP)

Metrobank

PhilHealth

PS Bank

Social Security System (SSS)

United Coconut  Planters Bank (UCPB)
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Head Office: Sta. Cruz, Laguna
 P. Guevarra St., Corner Aguirre St., Brgy. Poblacion II, Sta. Cruz, Laguna

LUZON

TAYTAY BRANCH
Erika’s Prosperity Building, Talisay St.,
Ilog Pugad, Taytay, Rizal 

TANAY BRANCH
Corners M.H. Del Pilar and M.L. Quezon St.
Plaza Aldea, Tanay, Rizal

SAN FERNANDO BRANCH
Mc Arthur Hi-way, Brgy. Dolores,
San Fernando City, Pampanga

ANGELES BRANCH
810 Henson St., Lourdes Northwest,
Angeles City, Pampanga

VISAYAS

DUMAGUETE BRANCH
E. Surban St., Brgy 3, Dumaguete City, Negros Oriental 

BAYAWAN BRANCH
Purok San Vicente, National Highway, Villareal,
Bayawan City, Negros Oriental

CARCAR BRANCH
Awayan, Poblacion III, Carcar City, Cebu

TAGUIG BRANCH
Lot 12, Block 3, Gen. Santos Avenue,
Purok 6, Lower Bicutan, Taguig City 

MALOLOS BRANCH
#48 Estrella St., Sto. Rosario, Malolos City,Bulacan

IBA BRANCH
Brgy. Poblacion, Zone I, Iba,
Zambales

SOLANO BRANCH
J.P Rizal Avenue, National Road, Roxas
Solano, Nueva Vizcaya 

SANTIAGO BRANCH
City Road, Calao West, Santiago City, Isabela

ARGAO BRANCH 
Poblacion National Highway, Argao, Cebu

SIQUIJOR BRANCH
South Poblacion, Siquijor, Siquijor

BAIS BRANCH
Juan Luna St., Brgy. 1, Bais City, Negros Oriental

ORMOC BRANCH
Cor. Bonifacio and L. Jaena St. District 8, Ormoc City

O U R  O F F I C E S
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RIZAL BANK, INC., A MICROFINANCE-ORIENTED RURAL BANK
STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITION

December 31
2017 2016

ASSETS
Cash and other cash items P=2,209,287 P=5,700,569
Due from Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (Note 10) 47,321,849 29,888,498
Due from other banks (Note 6) 395,614,336 403,954,915
Loans and receivables (Note 7) 2,122,101,566 1,333,575,812
Property and equipment (Note 8) 90,147,941 67,280,885
Retirement asset (Note 15) 30,213,290 17,159,973
Deferred tax assets (Note 18) 11,904,261 12,665,379
Other assets (Note 9) 24,572,618 18,230,705

P=2,724,085,148 P=1,888,456,736

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
Liabilities
Deposit liabilities (Notes 10 and 19)

Regular savings P=1,145,823,829 P=671,161,742
Special savings 380,607,794 302,588,550

1,526,431,623 973,750,292
Bills payable (Note 11) 498,023,590 438,441,560
Income tax payable 35,986,373 21,017,255
Deposits for future stock subscriptions (Note 13) 51,592,800 4,080,000
Other liabilities (Note 11) 38,158,584 17,736,506

2,150,192,970 1,455,025,613

Equity
Capital stock (Note 13)

Common stock 198,395,400 177,273,200
Preferred stock 50,000,000 37,003,400

Retained earnings 318,552,752 220,451,908
Remeasurement gain (loss) on retirement plan (Note 15) 6,944,026 (1,297,385)

573,892,178 433,431,123
P=2,724,085,148 P=1,888,456,736

See accompanying Notes to Financial Statements.
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RIZAL BANK, INC., A MICROFINANCE-ORIENTED RURAL BANK
STATEMENTS OF INCOME

Years Ended December 31
2017 2016

INTEREST INCOME
Loans and receivables (Note 7) P=789,109,822 P=513,862,577
Due from other banks (Note 6) 4,988,877 2,978,327
Held-to-maturity investments – 19,743

794,098,699 516,860,647

INTEREST EXPENSE
Deposit liabilities (Notes 10 and 19) 28,561,461 21,676,565
Bills payable (Note 11) 12,376,863 9,781,669

40,938,324 31,458,234

NET INTEREST INCOME 753,160,375 485,402,413
Miscellaneous 442,895 279,274

TOTAL OPERATING INCOME 753,603,270 485,681,687

OPERATING EXPENSES
Compensation and benefits (Notes 14, 15 and 19) 180,299,412 100,666,212
Transportation and travel 47,175,135 30,350,564
Taxes and licenses (Note 18) 43,134,700 28,650,688
Rent (Note 16) 34,181,777 18,629,223
Stationeries and supplies 31,886,702 16,722,415
Training and development 20,612,538 10,750,111
Depreciation and amortization (Note 8) 14,491,280 10,208,867
Provision for credit and impairment losses (Note 7) 11,465,405 17,037,129
Security, messengerial, janitorial services 12,661,695 8,345,707
Information technology 8,018,149 7,340,583
Power, light and water 5,007,696 3,317,066
Seminars and meetings 3,693,586 2,620,166
Insurance 2,931,427 2,375,300
Professional fees 1,558,236 699,412
Fines, penalties and other charges 1,037,933 –
Miscellaneous (Notes 17 and 18) 8,529,973 7,149,996

426,685,644 264,863,439

INCOME BEFORE INCOME TAX 326,917,626 220,818,248

PROVISION FOR INCOME TAX (Note 18) 98,532,653 65,217,822

NET INCOME P=228,384,973 P=155,600,426

See accompanying Notes to Financial Statements.
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RIZAL BANK, INC., A MICROFINANCE-ORIENTED RURAL BANK
STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

Years Ended December 31
2017 2016

NET INCOME P=228,384,973 P=155,600,426

OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME (LOSS)
Other comprehensive income (loss) not recycled to profit or loss in

subsequent periods:
Remeasurement gain (loss) on retirement plan (Note 15) 11,773,445 (1,322,463)
Income tax effect (Note 18) (3,532,034) 396,739

8,241,411 (925,724)

TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME P=236,626,384 P=154,674,702

See accompanying Notes to Financial Statements.
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RIZAL BANK, INC., A MICROFINANCE-ORIENTED RURAL BANK
STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN EQUITY

Capital Stock
(Note 13)

Preferred Stock
(Note 13)

Retained
Earnings

Remeasurement
Gain (Loss) on

Retirement Plan
(Note 15) Total

Balances at January 1, 2017 P=177,273,200 P=37,003,400 P=220,451,908 (P=1,297,385) P=433,431,123
Issuance of shares (Note 13) 21,122,200 12,996,600 – – 34,118,800
Total comprehensive income for the year – – 228,384,973 8,241,411 236,626,384
Declaration of dividends (Note 13) – – (130,284,129) – (130,284,129)
Balances at December 31, 2017 P=198,395,400 P=50,000,000 P=318,552,752 P=6,944,026 P=573,892,178

Balances at January 1, 2016 P=123,202,800 P=9,827,600 P=95,703,594 (P=371,661) P=228,362,333
Issuance of shares (Note 13) 54,070,400 27,175,800 – – 81,246,200
Total comprehensive income (loss) for the year – – 155,600,426 (925,724) 154,674,702
Declaration of dividends (Note 13) – – (30,852,112) – (30,852,112)
Balances at December 31, 2016 P=177,273,200 P=37,003,400 P=220,451,908 (P=1,297,385) P=433,431,123

See accompanying Notes to Financial Statements.
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RIZAL BANK, INC., A MICROFINANCE-ORIENTED RURAL BANK
STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS

Years Ended December 31
2017 2016

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Income before income tax P=326,917,626 P=220,818,248
Adjustments for:

Provision for credit and impairment losses (Note 7) 11,465,405 17,037,129
Depreciation and amortization (Note 8) 14,491,280 10,208,867
Net change in retirement asset (Note 15) (1,279,872) (11,579,462)
Amortization of documentary stamp tax on bills
   payable (Note 20)

2,436,550 1,790,304

Amortization of held-to-maturity investments – 924
Operating income before changes in operating assets and liabilities: 354,030,989 238,276,010

Increase in the amounts of:
Loans and receivables (799,991,159) (544,318,754)
Other assets (6,341,913) (8,650,899)
Deposit liabilities 552,681,331 442,762,699
Other liabilities 20,408,931 3,344,130

Net cash generated from operations 120,788,179 131,413,186
Income taxes paid (86,334,451) (64,514,152)
Net cash provided by operating activities 34,453,728 66,899,034

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Acquisitions of:

Property and equipment (Note 8) (37,358,336) (21,879,812)
Proceeds from:

Maturity of held-to-maturity investments – 2,000,000
Disposals of property and equipment – 122,838

Net cash used in investing activities (37,358,336) (19,756,974)

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Proceeds from:

Availment of bills payable (Note 20) P=577,145,480 P=497,837,671
Deposit for future stock subscription (Notes 13 and 20) 47,512,800 4,080,000
Issuance of common stock (Note 13) 21,122,200 54,070,400
Issuance of preferred stock (Note 13) 12,996,600 27,175,800

Settlement of:
Bills payable (Note 20) (520,000,000) (352,916,667)
Dividend distribution (Note 20) (130,270,982) (30,852,112)

Net cash provided by financing activities 8,506,098 199,395,092

NET INCREASE IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS P=5,601,490 P=246,537,152

(Forward)
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Years Ended December 31
2017 2016

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
AT BEGINNING OF YEAR

Cash and other cash items P=5,700,569 P=2,614,949
Due from Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas 29,888,498 20,674,211
Due from other banks 403,954,915 169,717,670

439,543,982 193,006,830

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT END OF YEAR
Cash and other cash items 2,209,287 5,700,569
Due from Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas 47,321,849 29,888,498
Due from other banks 395,614,336 403,954,915

P=445,145,472 P=439,543,982

OPERATIONAL CASH FLOWS FROM INTEREST
Interest received P=784,731,408 P=509,641,287
Interest paid 36,482,698 28,223,922

See accompanying Notes to Financial Statements.
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RIZAL BANK, INC., A MICROFINANCE-ORIENTED RURAL BANK
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

1. Corporate Information

Rizal Bank, Inc., A Microfinance-Oriented Rural Bank (the Bank) was incorporated under Philippine
laws by virtue of Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) Certificate of Registration
No. ASO94-11394 dated December 15, 1994.  The Bank was granted the authority by the Bangko
Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) to operate on April 29, 1996.  It was established primarily to engage in the
business of rural banking as defined and authorized under Republic Act No. 3779, As Amended, such
as granting loans to small farmers and to deserving rural enterprises, as well as receiving deposits in
accordance with the regulations promulgated by the Monetary Board.

On November 18, 2014, the BSP approved the change in the Bank’s corporate name from Rizal Rural
Bank (Taytay, Rizal), Inc. to Rizal Bank, Inc., A Microfinance-Oriented Rural Bank.  On
April 15, 2015, the SEC approved the change in the corporate name of the Bank.

The Monetary Board, in its Resolution No. 272 dated February 16, 2017, approved the request of the
Bank to transfer 10.00% of the stockholdings of Center for Agriculture and Rural Development, Inc.
(CARD, Inc.), transferee-stockholder, to Bank of the Philippine Islands (BPI) through sale and
purchase of 200,000 common shares of the former by the latter, in accordance with the agreement
between CARD, Inc. and BPI, which also includes vesting to BPI the right to appoint one (1) non-
independent director in the Board of Directors (BOD) of the Bank.

As of December 31, 2017 and 2016, the Bank’s majority stockholder is CARD Bank, Inc.

The principal place of business of the Bank is at P. Guevarra St., Cor. Aguirre St., Brgy.
Poblacion 2, Sta. Cruz, Laguna.  As of December 31, 2017, the Bank consists of its head office and
sixteen (16) branches.

2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

Basis of Preparation
The accompanying financial statements have been prepared under the historical cost basis.  The
financial statements are presented in Philippine peso (P=), the Bank’s functional currency, and all
values are rounded to the nearest peso except when otherwise indicated.

Statement of Compliance
The financial statements of the Bank have been prepared in compliance with Philippine Financial
Reporting Standards (PFRS).

Presentation of Financial Statements
The Bank presents its statement of financial position broadly in order of liquidity.  An analysis
regarding recovery of assets or settlement of liabilities within 12 months after the reporting date
(current) and more than 12 months after the reporting date (noncurrent) are disclosed in Note 12.

Financial assets and financial liabilities are offset and the net amount is reported in the statement of
financial position if there is a currently enforceable legal right to set off the recognized amounts and
there is intention to settle on a net basis, or to realize the asset and settle the liability simultaneously.
The Bank assesses that it has a currently enforceable right of offset if the right is not contingent on a
future event, and is legally enforceable in the normal course of business, event of default, and event
of insolvency or bankruptcy of the Bank and all of the counterparties.
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The Bank has no offsetting arrangements with its counterparties.

Income and expenses are not offset in the statement of income unless required or permitted by any
accounting standard or interpretation, and as specifically disclosed in the accounting policies of the
Bank.

Changes in Accounting Policies and Disclosures
The accounting policies adopted are consistent with those of the previous financial year, except that
the Bank has adopted the following new accounting pronouncements starting January 1, 2017.
Adoption of these pronouncements did not have any significant impact on the Bank’s financial
position or performance, unless otherwise stated.

∂ Amendments to PFRS 12, Disclosure of Interests in Other Entities, Clarification of the Scope of
the Standard (Part of Annual Improvements to PFRSs 2014 - 2016 Cycle)

∂ Amendments to Philippine Accounting Standard (PAS) 7, Statement of Cash Flows, Disclosure
Initiative

On January 1, 2017, the Bank adopted the amendments to PAS 7. The amendments require to
provide disclosures that enable users of financial statements to evaluate changes in liabilities
arising from financial activities, including both changes arising from cash flows and non-cash
changes (such as foreign exchange gains or losses).  On initial application of the amendments,
entities are not required to provide comparative information to preceding periods.

The reconciliation analysis of liabilities arising from financing activities is presented in
Note 20.

∂ Amendments to PAS 12, Income Taxes, Recognition of Deferred Tax Assets for Unrealized
Losses - Clarification on the accounting for deferred tax assets on debt instruments measured at
fair value

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

Fair Value Measurement
The Bank initially measures its financial instruments at fair value.  Fair values of financial
instruments measured at amortized cost are disclosed in Note 4.

Fair value is the estimated price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in
an orderly transaction between market participants at the measurement date.  The fair value
measurement is based on the presumption that the transaction to sell the asset or transfer the liability
takes place either:

∂ In the principal market for the asset or liability, or
∂ In the absence of a principal market, in the most advantageous market for the asset or liability.

The principal or the most advantageous market must be accessible to the Bank.

The fair value of an asset or a liability is measured using the assumptions that market participants
would use when pricing the asset or liability, assuming that market participants act in their economic
best interest.
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If an asset or a liability measured at fair value has a bid price and an ask price (e.g., an input from a
dealer market), the price between the bid-ask price spread that is most representative of fair value in
the circumstances shall be used to measure fair value, regardless of where the input is categorized
within the fair value hierarchy.

A fair value measurement of a non-financial asset takes into account a market participant’s ability to
generate economic benefits by using the asset in its highest and best use or by selling it to another
market participant that would use the asset in its highest and best use.

The Bank uses valuation techniques that are appropriate in the circumstances and for which sufficient
data are available to measure fair value, maximizing the use of relevant observable inputs and
minimizing the use of unobservable inputs.

All assets and liabilities for which fair value is measured or disclosed in the financial statements are
categorized within the fair value hierarchy, described as follows, based on the lowest level input that
is significant to the fair value measurement as a whole.

∂ Level 1 - Quoted (unadjusted) market prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities
∂ Level 2 - Valuation techniques for which the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value

measurement is directly or indirectly observable
∂ Level 3 - Valuation techniques for which the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value

measurement is unobservable

For assets and liabilities that are recognized in the financial statements at fair value on a recurring
basis, the Bank determines whether transfers have occurred between levels in the hierarchy by re-
assessing categorization (based on the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value
measurement as a whole) at every reporting date (Note 4).

For the purpose of fair value disclosures, the Bank has determined classes and liabilities on the basis
of the nature, characteristics and risks of the asset and liability and the level of the fair value hierarchy
as explained above.

Cash and Cash Equivalents
For purposes of reporting cash flows, cash and cash equivalents include cash and other cash items,
and amounts due from BSP and other banks that are convertible to known amounts of cash with
original maturities of three months or less from dates of placements and that are subject to
insignificant risk of changes in value.  Due from BSP includes the statutory reserves required by the
BSP which the Bank considers as cash equivalents as withdrawals can be made to meet the Bank’s
cash requirements as allowed by the BSP.  The components of cash and cash equivalents are shown in
the statement of cash flows.  Cash and cash equivalents are carried at amortized cost in the statement
of financial position.

Financial Instruments - Initial Recognition and Subsequent Measurement
Date of recognition
Regular way purchases or sales of financial assets that require delivery of the assets within the time
frame established by regulation or convention in the marketplace are recognized on settlement date.
Deposit liabilities and loans and receivables are recognized when cash is received or released to the
borrowers, respectively, by the Bank.
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Initial recognition of financial instruments
All financial assets and financial liabilities are initially measured at fair value.  Except for financial
assets and financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss (FVPL), the initial measurement
includes transaction costs.  The Bank classifies its financial assets in the following categories:
financial assets at FVPL, held-to-maturity (HTM) investments, available-for-sale (AFS) investments
and loans and receivables.  Financial liabilities are classified as financial liabilities at FVPL and
financial liabilities carried at amortized cost.  The classification depends on the purpose for which the
investments were acquired and whether they are quoted in an active market.  Management determines
the classification of its financial instruments at initial recognition and, where allowed and appropriate,
re-evaluates such designation at every reporting date.

As of December 31, 2017 and 2016, the Bank has no financial instruments at FVPL, AFS and HTM
investments.

 ‘Day 1’ difference
Where the transaction price in a non-active market is different from the fair value or from other
observable current market transactions in the same instrument or based on a valuation technique
whose variables include only data from observable market, the Bank recognizes the difference
between the transaction price and fair value (a ‘Day 1’ difference) in the statement of income unless it
qualifies for recognition as some other type of asset.

In cases when the fair value is determined using data which are not observable, the difference
between the transaction price and model value is only recognized in the statement of income when the
inputs become observable or when the instrument is derecognized.  For each transaction, the Bank
determines the appropriate method of recognizing the ‘Day 1’ difference amount.

Loans and receivables
This accounting policy relates to the statement of financial position captions ‘Loans and receivables’,
‘Due from BSP’, ‘Due from other banks’ and refundable rental deposits under ‘Other assets’.  These
are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments and fixed maturities that are
not quoted in an active market, other than:

∂ those that the Bank intends to sell immediately or in the near term and those that the Bank upon
initial recognition designates as at FVPL;

∂ those that the Bank, upon initial recognition, designates as AFS investments; or
∂ those for which the Bank may not recover substantially all of its initial investment, other than

because of credit deterioration.

After initial measurement, loans and receivables are subsequently measured at amortized cost using
the effective interest method, less any allowance for credit losses.  Amortized cost is calculated by
taking into account any discount or premium on acquisition and fees and costs that are an integral part
of the effective interest rate (EIR).  The amortization is included in ‘Interest income’ in the statement
of income.  The losses arising from impairment are recognized in ‘Provision for credit and
impairment losses’ in the statement of income.

Financial liabilities at amortized cost
This category represents issued financial instruments or their components, which are not designated at
FVPL where the substance of the contractual arrangement results in the Bank having an obligation
either to deliver cash or another financial asset to the holder, or to satisfy the obligation other than by
the exchange of a fixed amount of cash or another financial asset for a fixed number of own equity
shares.  The financial liabilities at amortized cost are classified under the statement of the financial
position captions ‘Deposit liabilities’ and ‘Bills payable’, and financial liabilities presented under
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‘Other liabilities’.  The components of issued financial instruments that contain both liability and
equity elements are accounted for separately, with the equity component being assigned the residual
amount after deducting from the instrument as a whole the amount separately determined as the fair
value of the liability component on the date of issue.

After initial measurement, financial liabilities are subsequently measured at amortized cost using the
effective interest method.  Amortized cost is calculated by taking into account any discount or
premium on the issue and fees that are integral part of the EIR.

Derecognition of Financial Assets and Financial Liabilities
Financial assets
A financial asset (or, where applicable, a part of a financial asset or part of a group of financial assets)
is derecognized when:

a. the rights to receive cash flows from the asset have expired; or
b. the Bank retains the right to receive cash flows from the asset, but has assumed an obligation to

pay them in full without material delay to a third party under a ‘pass-through’ arrangement; or
c. the Bank has transferred its rights to receive cash flows from the asset and either (a) has

transferred substantially all the risks and rewards of the asset, or (b) has neither transferred nor
retained the risks and rewards of the asset but has transferred control over the asset.

Where the Bank has transferred its rights to receive cash flows from an asset or has entered into a
‘pass-through’ arrangement, and has neither transferred nor retained substantially all the risks,
rewards and control of the asset, the asset is recognized to the extent of the Bank’s continuing
involvement in the asset.  In this case, the Bank also recognizes an associated liability.  The
transferred asset and the associated liability are measured on a basis that reflects the rights and
obligations that the Bank has retained.  Continuing involvement that takes the form of a guarantee
over the transferred asset is measured at the lower of original carrying amount of the asset and the
maximum amount of consideration that the Bank could be required to repay.

Financial liabilities
A financial liability is derecognized when the obligation under the liability is discharged or cancelled
or has expired.  Where an existing financial liability is replaced by another from the same lender on
substantially different terms, or the terms of an existing liability are substantially modified, such an
exchange or modification is treated as a derecognition of the original liability and the recognition of a
new liability, and the difference in the respective carrying amounts is recognized in the statement of
income.

Impairment of Financial Assets
The Bank assesses at each reporting date whether there is objective evidence that a financial asset or
group of financial assets is impaired.  A financial asset or a group of financial assets is deemed to be
impaired if, and only if, there is objective evidence of impairment as a result of one or more events
that has occurred after the initial recognition of the asset (an incurred ‘loss event’) and that loss event
(or events) has an impact on the estimated future cash flows of the financial asset or the group of
financial assets that can be reliably estimated.

Evidence of impairment may include indications that the borrower or a group of borrowers is
experiencing significant financial difficulty, default or delinquency in interest or principal payments,
the probability that they will enter bankruptcy or other financial reorganization and where observable
data indicate that there is measurable decrease in the estimated future cash flows, such as changes in
arrears or economic conditions that correlate with defaults.
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Financial asset carried at amortized cost
For financial assets carried at amortized cost, which includes ‘Loans and receivables’, ‘Due from
BSP’, ‘Due from other banks’, and refundable rental deposits under ‘Other assets’, the Bank first
assesses whether objective evidence of impairment exists individually for financial assets that are
individually significant, or collectively for financial assets that are not individually significant.

If the Bank determines that no objective evidence of impairment exists for individually assessed
financial asset, whether significant or not, it includes the asset in a group of financial assets with
similar credit risk characteristics and collectively assesses for impairment.  Those characteristics are
relevant to the estimation of future cash flows for groups of such assets by being indicative of the
counterparties’ ability to pay all amounts due according to the contractual terms of the assets being
evaluated.  Assets that are individually assessed for impairment and for which an impairment loss is,
or continues to be, recognized are not included in a collective assessment for impairment.

If there is objective evidence that an impairment loss has been incurred, the amount of the loss is
measured as the difference between the asset’s carrying amount and the present value of the estimated
future cash flows (excluding future credit losses that have not been incurred).  The carrying amount
of the asset is reduced through the use of an allowance account and the amount of loss is charged to
the statement of income.  Financial assets, together with the associated allowance accounts, are
written off when there is no realistic prospect of future recovery and all collateral has been realized.
If, subsequently, the amount of the estimated impairment loss decreases because of an event
occurring after the impairment was recognized, the previously recognized impairment loss is reduced
by adjusting the allowance account.

If a write-off is later recovered, any amounts formerly charged are credited to ‘Miscellaneous’ in the
statement of income.

For the purpose of a collective evaluation of impairment, financial assets are grouped on the basis of
such credit risk characteristics as days past-due and term.  Future cash flows in a group of financial
assets that are collectively evaluated for impairment are estimated on the basis of historical loss
experience for assets with credit risk characteristics similar to those in the group.

Historical loss experience is adjusted on the basis of current observable data to reflect the effects of
current conditions that did not affect the period in which the historical loss experience is based and to
remove the effects of conditions in the historical period that do not exist currently.

Estimates of changes in future cash flows reflect and are directionally consistent with changes in
related observable data from period to period (such as changes in unemployment rates, payment
status, or other factors that are indicative of incurred losses in the group and their magnitude).  The
methodology and assumptions used for estimating future cash flows are reviewed regularly by the
Bank to reduce any differences between loss estimates and actual loss experience.

Prepayments
Prepayments are expenses paid in advance and recorded as asset before they are utilized.  This
account consists of prepaid rentals and prepaid expenses under ‘Other assets’ in the statement of
financial position.  Prepayments are apportioned over the period covered by the payments and
charged to the appropriate accounts in the statements of income when incurred.
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Property and Equipment
Depreciable property and equipment, which include building, furniture, fixtures and equipment,
information technology equipment, transportation equipment and leasehold improvements, are stated
at cost less accumulated depreciation and amortization, and any impairment in value.  Land is stated
at cost less any impairment in value.

The initial cost of property and equipment comprises its purchase price and any directly attributable
costs of bringing the property and equipment to its working condition and location for its intended
use.  Expenditures incurred after the property and equipment have been put into operation, such as
repairs and maintenance, are normally charged against operations in the year the costs are incurred.
In situations where it can be clearly demonstrated that the expenditures have resulted in an increase in
the future economic benefits expected to be obtained from the use of an item of property and
equipment beyond its originally assessed standard of performance, the expenditures are capitalized as
additional costs of property and equipment.

Construction-in-progress are transferred to the related property and equipment account when the
construction or installation and related activities necessary to prepare the property and equipment for
their intended use are completed, and the property and equipment are ready for use.

Depreciation is calculated on the straight-line method over the estimated useful lives (EUL) of the
depreciable assets.  The EULs of the depreciable assets follow:

Building 10 years
Furniture, fixtures and equipment 3 years
Information technology equipment 3 years
Transportation equipment 3 years
Leasehold and improvements 5 years or the terms of the related

leases, whichever is shorter

The EULs and the depreciation and amortization method are reviewed periodically to ensure that the
period and the method of depreciation and amortization are consistent with the expected pattern of
economic benefits from items of property and equipment.

The carrying values of property and equipment are reviewed for impairment when events or changes
in circumstances indicate the carrying value may not be recoverable.  If any such indication exists and
where the carrying values exceed the estimated recoverable amount, the assets are written down to
their recoverable amounts.

An item of property and equipment is derecognized upon disposal or when no future economic
benefits are expected from its use.  Any gain or loss arising on derecognition of the asset (calculated
as the difference between the net disposal proceeds and the carrying amount of the asset) is included
in the statement of income in the year the asset is derecognized.

Impairment of Non-financial Assets
At each reporting date, the Bank assesses whether there is any indication that its non-financial assets
may be impaired.  When an indicator of impairment exists or when an annual impairment testing for
an asset is required, the Bank makes a formal estimate of recoverable amount.

Recoverable amount is the higher of an asset’s fair value less costs to sell and its value in use and is
determined for an individual asset, unless the asset does not generate cash inflows that are largely
independent of those from other assets or groups of assets, in which case the recoverable amount is
assessed as part of the cash generating unit (CGU) to which it belongs.  Where the carrying amount of
an asset exceeds its recoverable amount, the asset is considered impaired and is written down to its
recoverable amount.
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In assessing value in use, the estimated future cash flows are discounted to their present value using a
pre-tax discount rate that reflects current market assessments of the time value of money and the risks
specific to the asset.

An impairment loss is charged to the statement of income in the year in which it arises.

A previously recognized impairment loss is reversed only if there has been a change in the estimates
used to determine the asset’s recoverable amount since the last impairment loss was recognized.  If
that is the case, the carrying amount of the asset is increased to its recoverable amount.  That
increased amount cannot exceed the carrying amount that would have been determined, net of
depreciation and amortization, had no impairment loss been recognized for the asset in prior years.
Such reversal is recognized in the statements of income.  After such a reversal, the depreciation
expense is adjusted in future years to allocate the asset’s revised carrying amount, less any residual
value, on a systematic basis over its remaining life.

Equity
Capital stock is measured at par value for all shares issued and outstanding.  When the Bank issues
more than one class of stock, a separate account is maintained for each class of stock and the number
of shares issued.  Incremental costs incurred directly attributable to the issuance of new shares are
shown in equity as deduction from proceeds, net of tax.  Capital stock consists of common and
preferred.  Preferred stocks are: (a) cumulative, (b) non-voting, and (c) non-redeemable.

Common stock is recognized at subscribed amount net of any subscription receivable.  This will be
credited upon full payment of the subscription and issuance of the shares of stock.

Retained earnings represents the cumulative balance of periodic net income or loss, dividend
contributions, prior period adjustments, effect of changes in accounting policy and other capital
adjustments.

Cash dividends are recognized as liability and deducted from the equity when approved by the BOD
while stock dividends are deducted from equity when approved by BOD and ratified by stockholders.
Dividends for the year that are approved after the reporting date are dealt with as subsequent events.
Stock issuance costs are accounted for as deduction from equity.

Deposit for Future Stock Subscription (DFS)
DFS represents payments made on subscription of shares which cannot be directly credited to
‘Preferred stock’ or ‘Common stock’ pending registration with the SEC of the amendment to the
Articles of Incorporation increasing capital stock.

Following SEC Financial Reporting Bulletin No. 006 issued in 2012 and amended in 2013, the Bank
does not consider a deposit for future subscription as an equity instrument unless all of the following
elements are present.

1. The unissued authorized capital stock of the Bank is insufficient to cover the amount of shares
classified as deposits for future shares subscriptions;

2. The entity’s BOD and shareholders have approved an increase in capital stock to cover the shares
corresponding to the amount of the deposit;

3. An application for the approval of the increase in capital stock has been filed with the BSP; and
4. An application for the approval of the increase in capital stock has been presented for filing or has

been filed with the SEC.
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DFS that does not meet the foregoing provisions is treated as a financial liability.

As of December 31, 2017 and 2016, the Bank has DFS recorded under liabilities amounting to
P=51.59 million and P=4.08 million, respectively (Note 13).

Retirement Benefits
The Bank operates a defined benefit retirement plan and a defined contribution plan, which require
contributions to be made to a separately administered fund.

Defined benefit retirement plan
The net defined benefit liability or asset is the aggregate of the present value of the defined benefit
obligation at the reporting date reduced by the fair value of plan assets, adjusted for any effect of
limiting a net defined benefit asset to the asset ceiling (if any).  The asset ceiling is the present value
of any economic benefits available in the form of refunds from the plan or reductions in future
contributions to the plan.

The cost of providing benefits under the defined benefit plans is actuarially determined using the
projected unit credit method.

Defined benefit costs comprise the following:
∂ Service cost
∂ Net interest on the net defined benefit liability or asset
∂ Remeasurements of net defined benefit liability or asset

Service costs which include current service costs, past service costs and gains or losses on
non-routine settlements are recognized as expenses in the statements of income.  Past service costs
are recognized when plan amendment or curtailment occurs.  These amounts are calculated
periodically by independent qualified actuaries.

Net interest on the net defined benefit liability or asset is the change during the period in the net defined
benefit liability or asset that arises from the passage of time which is determined by applying the
discount rate based on government bonds to the net defined benefit liability or asset.  Net interest on
the net defined benefit liability or asset is recognized as expense or income in the statements of income.

Remeasurements comprising actuarial gains and losses, return on plan assets and any change in the
effect of the asset ceiling (excluding net interest on defined benefit liability) are recognized
immediately in the statement of financial position with a corresponding debit or credit to
‘Remeasurement gains (losses) on retirement liabilities’ under OCI in the period in which they arise.
Remeasurements are not reclassified to the statement of income in subsequent periods.

Plan assets are assets that are held by a long-term employee benefit fund.  Plan assets are not
available to the creditors of the Bank, nor can they be paid directly to the Bank.  Fair value of plan
assets is based on market price information.  When no market price is available, the fair value of plan
assets is estimated by discounting expected future cash flows using a discount rate that reflects both
the risk associated with the plan assets and the maturity or expected disposal date of those assets (or,
if they have no maturity, the expected period until the settlement of the related obligations).  If the
fair value of the plan assets is higher than the present value of the defined benefit obligation, the
measurement of the resulting defined benefit asset is limited to the present value of economic benefits
available in the form of refunds from the plan or reductions in future contributions to the plan.
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Defined contribution plan
The Bank also operates defined contribution plan referred to as “Hybrid Plan” which provides a
retirement benefit equal to 100.00% of the member’s employer accumulated value, if any, provided
that in no case shall 100.00% of the employee accumulated value in Fund A be less than 100.00% of
plan salary for every year of credited service.  As of December 2017 and 2016, the Bank does not
value its defined benefit assets (liability) for the contributions made to the Hybrid Plan.

Leases
The determination of whether an arrangement is, or contains a lease is based on the substance of the
arrangement and requires an assessment of whether the fulfillment of the arrangement is dependent
on the use of a specific asset or assets and the arrangement conveys a right to use the asset.

A reassessment is made after inception of the lease only if one of the following applies:

a. there is a change in contractual terms, other than a renewal or extension of the arrangement;
b. a renewal option is exercised or extension granted, unless that term of the renewal or extension

was initially included in the lease term;
c. there is a change in the determination of whether fulfillment is dependent on a specified asset; or
d. there is a substantial change to the asset.

Where a reassessment is made, lease accounting shall commence or cease from the date when the
change in circumstances gave rise to the reassessment for scenarios ‘a’, ‘c’ or ‘d’ above, and at the
date of renewal or extension period for scenario ‘b’.

Bank as a lessee
Leases where the lessor retains substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership of the asset are
classified as operating leases.  Operating lease payments are recognized as an expense in the
statements of income on a straight-line basis over the lease term.

Revenue Recognition
Revenue is recognized to the extent that it is probable that the economic benefits will flow to the
Bank and the revenue can be reliably measured.  The Bank assesses its revenue arrangements against
specific criteria in order to determine if it is acting as principal or agent.  The Bank has concluded that
it is acting as a principal on all its revenue arrangements.

The following specific recognition criteria must also be met before the revenue is recognized:

Interest income
For all financial assets measured at amortized cost, interest income is recorded at EIR, which is the
rate that exactly discounts estimated future cash payments or receipts through the expected life of the
financial instrument or a shorter period, where appropriate, to the net carrying amount of the financial
asset or financial liability.  The calculation takes into account all contractual terms of the financial
instrument including any fees or incremental costs that are directly attributable to the instrument and
are an integral part of the EIR, but not future credit losses.

The carrying amount of the financial asset is adjusted if the Bank revises its estimates of payments or
receipts.  The adjusted carrying amount is calculated based on the original EIR.  The change in
carrying amount adjusted for interest received is recorded as ‘Interest income’.

Once the recorded value of a financial asset or group of similar financial assets has been reduced due
to an impairment loss, interest income continues to be recognized using the original EIR used to
discount the future recoverable cash flows.
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Expense Recognition
Expenses are recognized when it is probable that decrease in the future economic benefits related to
decrease in asset or an increase in liability has occurred and that the decrease in economic benefits
can be measured reliably.  Expenses are recognized as incurred.

Interest expense
Interest expense for financial liabilities is recognized in ‘Interest expense’ in the statement of income
using the EIR of the financial liabilities to which they relate.

Other expenses
Expenses encompass losses as well as those expenses that arise in the ordinary course of business of
the Bank.  Expenses are recognized when incurred.

Employee leave entitlement
Employee entitlements to annual leave are recognized as a liability when they are accrued to the
employees.  The undiscounted liability for leave expected to be settled after the end of the annual
reporting period is recognized for services rendered by employees up to the end of the reporting
period.  For leave entitlements expected to be settled for more than twelve months after the reporting
date, the estimated liability is reported under ‘Accrued Other Expenses’ in the statement of financial
position.

Income Taxes
Current tax
Current tax assets and current tax liabilities for the current period are measured at the amount
expected to be recovered from or paid to the taxation authorities.  The tax rates and tax laws used to
compute the amount are those that are enacted or substantively enacted at the reporting date.

Deferred tax
Deferred tax is provided, using the statement of financial position liability method, on all temporary
differences at the reporting date between the tax bases of assets and liabilities and their carrying
amounts for financial reporting purposes.

Deferred tax liabilities are recognized for all taxable temporary differences with exceptions.  Deferred
tax assets are recognized for all deductible temporary differences, carry forward of unused tax credits
from excess minimum corporate income tax (MCIT) over regular corporate income tax (RCIT) and
unused net operating loss carryover (NOLCO), to the extent that it is probable that future taxable
income will be available against which the deductible temporary differences and carry forward of
unused excess MCIT over RCIT and unused NOLCO can be utilized.

Deferred tax, however, is not recognized when it arises from the initial recognition of an asset or
liability in a transaction that is not a business combination and, at the time of the transaction, affects
neither the accounting income nor taxable income or loss.

The carrying amount of deferred tax assets is reviewed at each reporting date and reduced to the
extent that it is no longer probable that sufficient future taxable income will be available to allow all
or part of the deferred tax asset to be utilized.

Deferred tax assets and deferred tax liabilities are measured at the tax rates that are applicable to the
period when the asset is realized or the liability is settled, based on tax rates (and tax laws) that have
been enacted or substantively enacted at the reporting date.
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Deferred tax assets and deferred tax liabilities are offset if a legally enforceable right exists to set off
current tax assets against current tax liabilities and deferred taxes relates to the same taxable entity
and the same taxation authority.

Current income tax and deferred income tax relating to items recognized directly in equity is
recognized in OCI, and not in profit or loss.

Provisions and Contingencies
Provisions are recognized when the Bank has a present obligation (legal or constructive) where, as a
result of a past event, it is probable that an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits will be
required to settle the obligation and a reliable estimate can be made of the amount of the obligation.
When the Bank expects some or all of a provision to be reimbursed, the reimbursement is recognized
as a separate asset but only when the reimbursement is virtually certain.  The expense relating to any
provision is presented in the statements of comprehensive income, net of any reimbursement.  If the
effect of the time value of money is material, provisions are determined by discounting the expected
future cash flows at a pre-tax rate that reflects current market assessments of the time value of money
and, where appropriate, the risks specific to the liability.  Where discounting is used, the increase in
the provision due to time value of money is recognized as ‘Interest expense’ in the statement of
comprehensive income.

Contingent liabilities are not recognized in the financial statements but are disclosed unless the
possibility of an outflow of resources embodying benefits is remote.  Contingent assets are not
recognized in the financial statements but are disclosed when an inflow of economic benefits is
probable.

Events After the Reporting Date
Post-year-end events up to the date of approval of the BOD of the financial statements that provide
additional information about the Bank’s position at the reporting date (adjusting events) are reflected
in the financial statements.  Post-year-end events that are not adjusting events, if any, are disclosed in
the notes when material to the financial statements.

Standards Issued but not yet Effective

The standards and interpretations that are issued, but not yet effective, up to the date of issuance of
the Bank’s financial statements are listed below.  The Bank intends to adopt these standards when
they become effective.  Unless otherwise stated, adoption of these standards and interpretations are
not expected to have any significant impact on the financial statements of the Bank.

Effective beginning on or after January 1, 2018
∂ Amendments to PFRS 2, Share-based Payment, Classification and Measurement of Share-based

Payment Transactions
∂ Amendments to PFRS 4, Insurance Contracts, Applying PFRS 9, Financial Instruments, with

PFRS 4
∂ PFRS 15, Revenue from Contracts with Customers
∂ Amendments to PAS 28, Investment in Associate and Joint Venture - Measuring an Associate or

Joint Venture at Fair Value (Part of Annual Improvements to PFRSs 2014-2016 Cycle)
∂ Amendments to PAS 40, Investment Property, Transfers of Investment Property
∂ Philippine Interpretation IFRIC-22, Foreign Currency Transactions and Advance Consideration
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Effective beginning on or after January 1, 2019
∂ Amendments to PFRS 9, Prepayment Features with Negative Compensation
∂ Amendments to PAS 28, Long-term Interests in Associates and Joint Ventures
∂ Philippine Interpretation IFRIC 23, Uncertainty over Income Tax Treatments

Deferred effectivity
∂ Amendments to PFRS 10, Consolidated Financial Statements and PAS 28, Sale or Contribution

of Assets between an Investor and its Associate or Joint Venture

Pronouncements that are deemed to have significant impact on the financial statements of the Bank
are described below:

Effective beginning on or after January 1, 2018

PFRS 9, Financial Instruments
PFRS 9 reflects all phases of the financial instruments project and replaces PAS 39, Financial
Instruments: Recognition and Measurement, and all previous versions of PFRS 9.  The standard
introduces new requirements for classification and measurement, impairment, and hedge accounting.
Retrospective application is required but providing comparative information is not compulsory.  For
hedge accounting, the requirements are generally applied prospectively, with some limited
exceptions.  The Bank plans to adopt the new standard on the mandatory effective date and will not
restate comparative information.  The Bank is currently assessing the impact of adopting PFRS 9.

Effective beginning on or after January 1, 2019

PFRS 16, Leases
PFRS 16 sets out the principles for the recognition, measurement, presentation and disclosure of
leases and requires lessees to account for all leases under a single on-balance sheet model similar to
the accounting for finance leases under PAS 17, Leases.  The standard includes two recognition
exemptions for lessees – leases of ’low-value’ assets (e.g., personal computers) and short-term leases
(i.e., leases with a lease term of 12 months or less).  At the commencement date of a lease, a lessee
will recognize a liability to make lease payments (i.e., the lease liability) and an asset representing the
right to use the underlying asset during the lease term (i.e., the right-of-use asset).  Lessees will be
required to separately recognize the interest expense on the lease liability and the depreciation
expense on the right-of-use asset.

Lessees will be also required to remeasure the lease liability upon the occurrence of certain events
(e.g., a change in the lease term, a change in future lease payments resulting from a change in an
index or rate used to determine those payments).  The lessee will generally recognize the amount of
the remeasurement of the lease liability as an adjustment to the right-of-use asset.

Lessor accounting under PFRS 16 is substantially unchanged from today’s accounting under PAS 17.
Lessors will continue to classify all leases using the same classification principle as in PAS 17 and
distinguish between two types of leases: operating and finance leases.

PFRS 16 also requires lessees and lessors to make more extensive disclosures than under PAS 17.

Early application is permitted, but not before an entity applies PFRS 15.  A lessee can choose to apply
the standard using either a full retrospective or a modified retrospective approach.  The standard’s
transition provisions permit certain reliefs.

The Bank is currently assessing the impact of adopting PFRS 16.
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3. Significant Accounting Judgments and Estimates

The preparation of the Bank’s financial statements in accordance with PFRS requires the
management to make judgments and estimates that affect the reported amounts of assets, liabilities,
revenue and expenses and disclosure of contingent assets and contingent liabilities, if any.  Future
events may occur which will cause the judgments used in arriving at the estimates to change.  The
effects of any change in estimates are reflected in the financial statements as they become reasonably
determinable.

Judgments and estimates are continually evaluated and are based on historical experience and other
factors, including expectations of future events that are believed to be reasonable under the
circumstances.

Estimates
The key assumptions concerning the future and other key sources of estimation uncertainty at the
reporting date, which have a significant risk of causing a material adjustment to the carrying amounts
of assets and liabilities within the next period, are described below.  The Bank based its assumptions
and estimates on parameters available when the financial statements were prepared.  Existing
circumstances and assumptions about future developments, however, may change due to market
changes or circumstances beyond the control of the Bank.  Such changes are reflected in the
assumptions when they occur.

(a) Credit losses on loans and receivables
The Bank reviews its loans and receivables to assess impairment annually.  In determining
whether an impairment loss should be recorded in the statements of income, the Bank makes
judgments as to whether there is any observable data indicating that there is a measurable
decrease in the estimated future cash flows from a portfolio of receivables before the decrease can
be identified with an individual receivable in that portfolio.  This evidence may include
observable data indicating that there has been an adverse change in the payment status of
customers or national or local economic conditions that correlate with defaults on the loans and
receivables.  Past-due accounts and loans wherein the borrower requested moratorium but no
subsequent collection is made after the moratorium ends at year-end, fall under specific loan loss
provision.  As of December 31, 2017 and 2016, the carrying value of loans and receivables and
related allowance for credit losses are disclosed in Note 7.

(b) Present value of defined benefit obligation
The cost of defined benefit pension plan and other post employment benefits is determined using
actuarial valuations.  The actuarial valuation involves making assumptions about discount rates,
future salary increases, and mortality rates.  Due to the complexity of the valuation, the
underlying assumptions and long-term nature of these plans, such estimates are subject to
significant uncertainty.  All assumptions are reviewed at each reporting date.

In determining the appropriate discount rate, management considers the market yields on
Philippine government bonds with terms consistent with the expected employee benefit payout at
reporting date, with extrapolated maturities corresponding to the expected duration of the defined
benefit obligation.  Future salary increases are based on expected future inflation rates for the
specific country.  The mortality rate is based on publicly available mortality tables for the specific
country and is modified accordingly with estimates of mortality improvements.  The present
value of the retirement liability and fair value of plan assets are disclosed in Note 15.
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Aside from the determination of the amount of recognized deferred tax assets, as of
December 31, 2017 and 2016, management assessed that there are no significant accounting
judgment exercised in respect to the preparation of the financial statements.

4. Fair Value Measurement

The fair values of cash and cash equivalents, loans and receivables, deposit liabilities, deposit for
stock subscriptions and other financial liabilities except for unquoted debt securities classified as
loans (UDSCL) approximate their carrying values in view of the relatively short-term maturities of
these instruments.  Significant amount of loans and receivables are due within 1 year from the
reporting date.

The fair value of UDSCL, refundable rental deposits and bills payable is estimated based on the
discounted cash flow methodology, using current incremental lending rates for similar types of loans
or instruments ranging from 2.29% to 6.15% in 2017 and 1.88% to 5.38% in 2016.

The following tables summarize the carrying amounts and the fair values by level of the fair value
hierarchy of the Bank’s financial assets and liabilities as of December 31, 2017 and 2016:

2017
Carrying

Value Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
Total Fair

Value
Assets for which fair values are

disclosed:
UDSCL P=53,266,902 P=– P=– P=52,927,232 P=52,927,232
Other assets
 Refundable rental deposits 8,875,290 – – 8,624,775 8,624,775
Liabilities for which fair values are

disclosed:
Bills payable 498,023,590 – – 491,333,128 491,333,128

2016
Carrying

Value Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
Total Fair

Value
Assets for which fair values are

disclosed:
UDSCL P=13,107,873 P=– P=– P=12,050,944 P=12,050,944
Other assets
 Refundable rental deposits 5,380,466 – – 5,179,745 5,179,745
Liabilities for which fair values are

disclosed:
Bills payable 438,441,560 – – 434,001,940 434,001,940

There were no transfers between Level 1 and Level 2 fair value measurements and no transfers into
and out of Level 3 fair value measurements in 2017 and 2016.
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5. Financial Risk Management Objectives and Policies

In the course of the business cycle, the Bank has exposure to the following risks from its use of
financial instruments:

∂ Credit risk
∂ Market risk
∂ Liquidity risk

The Bank has instituted the Risk Management Committee (RMC), composed of three members of the
Board of Directors majority of whom shall be independent directors including the chairperson. The
chairperson of the RMC shall not be the Chairperson of the Board of Directors or any of the other
board-level committees. The RMC shall advise the board of directors on the Bank’s overall current
and future risk appetite, oversee senior management adherence to the risk appetite statement, and
report on the state of risk culture of the Bank. The RMC is responsible for the comprehensive
development of financial risk strategies, principles, frameworks, policies and limits purposely to
eliminate or at least reduce the risk the Bank faces in banking activities and thus optimize returns on
the capital or equity.

The Bank adheres to the proactive and prudent approach of managing the business that recognizes
and manages risks to continuously provide quality financial services to clients and to protect
shareholders’ value.

Risk management process involves identifying and assessing the risk, taking actions to mitigate the
risks through defined roles and responsibilities, close monitoring of the scenarios, and adjustment of
the systems and policies necessary to effectively minimize risk level.

The BOD through its RMC is responsible for monitoring the Bank’s implementation of risk
management policies and procedures, and for reviewing the adequacy of risk management framework
in relation to the risks faced by the Bank.  The RMC regularly reports to the BOD the results of
reviews of actual implementation of risk management policies.  Internal Audit (IA) undertakes both
regular and ad hoc reviews of risk management controls and procedures, the results of which are
reported to the Audit Committee (AC).  In addition, an Asset Liability Committee (ALCO) with
members from Executive Committee and Management Committee of the Bank regularly performs
analysis of the operating and financial risk management.

Credit Risk
Credit risk is the risk of financial loss to the Bank if the counterparty to a financial instrument fails to
meet its contractual obligations.  The Bank manages and controls credit risk by setting limits on the
amount of risk it is willing to accept for individual counterparties and for geographical and industry
concentrations, and by monitoring exposures in relation to such limits.

Management of credit risk
The Bank faces potential credit risks every time it extends funds to borrowers, commits funds to
counterparties or invests funds to issuers (e.g., investment securities issued by either sovereign or
corporate entities).
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The Bank manages credit risks by instilling credit discipline both among the staff and the borrowers.
Close-monitoring and assessment of account throughout the borrowing period is being done.
Moreover, on-time and quality service delivery increase motivation of the borrowers to fulfill their
financial obligation.  Instilling good credit discipline and commitment are always considered through
regular orientation and training.  Consequently, their savings balances are pledged and serve as
guarantee to their loans, which increase their borrowing capacity.  Each business unit has a
designated Unit Manager, who reports on all credit-related matters to Area Manager and Regional
Director.  Each business unit is responsible for the quality and performance of its credit portfolio and
monitoring and controlling risks associated with it.  Regular audits of business units and credit
processes are undertaken by IA.  In addition, Executive Committee and Management Committee
members of the Bank regularly conduct monitoring based on their respective target per month.  This
strategy further ensures that business unit’s implementation is within the credit policy and regulation
of the Bank.  Regular capacity building program through provisions of banking-related trainings such
as but not limited to credit risk management, managing business, and delinquency management are
regularly run.  Availability of operations manual as reference, assists personnel in handling daily
transaction.  The manual is customized for microfinance clients and is being updated as often as new
policies and procedures are finalized and approved by the BOD, based on client and staff satisfaction
surveys, staff and management program review and planning meetings and workshops.  A codified
signing authority is in place for every level of loan processing and approval.

All past due accounts are reported on daily, weekly and monthly bases.  Consistent monitoring for
this group of accounts is established by competent and diligent staff to maximize recovery.  Writing
off bad accounts are approved by the BOD and reported to the BSP in compliance with the rules and
regulations for banks.

The RMC closely monitors the over-all credit operations.  Identified existing and potential risks are
acted upon appropriately and are reported during monthly meetings of the BOD.

Maximum exposure to credit risk

An analysis of the maximum exposure to credit risk after taking into account any collateral held or
other credit enhancements is shown below as of December 31, 2017 and 2016:

2017

Maximum
Exposure*

Fair Value of
Collateral

Financial
Effect of

Collateral Net Exposure
Receivable from customers P=2,068,644,957 P=495,146,778 P=484,561,122 P=1,584,083,835
*Includes accrued interest receivable, net of allowance for credit losses

2016
Maximum
Exposure*

Fair Value of
Collateral

Financial Effect of
Collateral Net Exposure

Receivable from customers P=1,320,354,475 P=311,575,927 P=304,743,693 P=1,015,610,782
*Includes accrued interest receivable, net of allowance for credit losses

As of December 31, 2017 and 2016, the Bank does not hold any collateral or other credit
enhancements to cover the credit risks associated with its due from BSP and other banks, other
receivables and other financial assets.  Hence, the carrying values of those financial assets best
represent the maximum exposure to credit risk.

Credit enhancement for receivable from customers pertains to deposit hold-out from pledge savings
equivalent to 15.00% of the original amount of the loan to the member as of December 31, 2017 and
2016.
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The Bank has no financial instruments with rights of set-off in accordance to PAS 32 as of
December 31, 2017 and 2016.  There are also no financial instruments that are subject to an
enforceable master netting arrangements or similar agreements which require disclosure in the
financial statements in accordance with amendments to PFRS 7.

Additionally, the tables below show the distribution of maximum credit exposure by industry sector
of the Bank as of December 31, 2017 and 2016:

2017

Loans and
Receivables

Due from
BSP and

Other Banks Other Assets* Total
Wholesale and retail trade, repair of motor

vehicles, motorcycles and personal and household goods P=833,698,956 P=– P=– P=833,698,956
Agriculture, hunting and forestry 361,255,088 – – 361,255,088
Real estate activities 277,834,705 – – 277,834,705
Government 40,370,329 221,282,069 – 261,652,398
Financial institutions 13,324,940 221,654,116 – 234,979,056
Manufacturing 151,063,513 – – 151,063,513
Accommodation and food service activities 126,533,647 – – 126,533,647
Education 99,775,637 – – 99,775,637
Fishing 85,805,525 – – 85,805,525
Transportation and storage 58,969,570 – – 58,969,570
Information and communication 34,874,643 – – 34,874,643
Human health and  social work activities 27,706,342 – – 27,706,342
Water supply, sewerage, waste management,

and remediation activities 16,008,077 – – 16,008,077
Administrative and support service activities 14,911,818 14,911,818
Other community, social and personal service activities – – 8,875,290 8,875,290
Professional, scientific and technical services 5,950,537 – – 5,950,537
Arts, entertainment and recreation 4,671,987 – – 4,671,987
Construction 3,051,136 – – 3,051,136
Mining and quarrying 88,508 – – 88,508
Electricity, gas and water supply 35,645 – – 35,645
Other service activities 10,409,346 – – 10,409,346

2,166,339,949 442,936,185 8,875,290 2,618,151,424
Less allowance for credit losses 44,238,383 – – 44,238,383
Total P=2,122,101,566 P=442,936,185 P=8,875,290 P=2,573,913,041
*Pertains to refundable rental deposits

2016

Loans and
Receivables

Due from
BSP and

Other Banks Other Assets* Total
Wholesale and retail trade, repair of motor

vehicles, motorcycles and personal and household goods P=574,037,277 P=– P=– P=574,037,277
Agriculture, hunting and forestry 180,620,397 – – 180,620,397
Real estate activities 151,591,308 – – 151,591,308
Government  2,667,431 262,945,508 – 265,612,939
Financial institutions 13,000,000 170,897,905 – 183,897,905
Manufacturing 109,001,106 – – 109,001,106
Accommodation and food service activities 71,832,735 – – 71,832,735
Education 59,374,337 – – 59,374,337
Fishing 58,064,951 – – 58,064,951
Transportation and storage 37,198,610 – – 37,198,610
Information and communication 28,371,695 – – 28,371,695
Water supply, sewerage, waste management,

and remediation activities 11,902,892 – – 11,902,892
Administrative and support service activities 11,444,005 – – 11,444,005
Other community, social and personal service activities – – 5,380,466 5,380,466
Professional, scientific and technical services 11,075,611 – – 11,075,611
Arts, entertainment and recreation 3,853,571 – – 3,853,571
Construction 37,252,115 – – 37,252,115
Mining and quarrying 47,184 – – 47,184
Electricity, gas and water supply 80,840 – – 80,840
Other service activities 6,714,179 – – 6,714,179

1,368,130,244 433,843,413 5,380,466 1,807,354,123
Less allowance for credit losses 34,554,432 – – 34,554,432
Total P=1,333,575,812 P=433,843,413 P=5,380,466 P=1,772,799,691
*Pertains to refundable rental deposits
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Credit quality per class of financial assets
The description of the financial assets grading used by the Bank is as follows:

∂ High grade - These are financial assets which have a high probability of collection or are invested
or deposited with reputable financial institutions.  The counterparty has the apparent ability to
satisfy its obligation and the securities on the receivables are readily enforceable.

∂ Standard grade - These are financial assets where collections are probable due to the reputation
and the financial ability of the counterparty to pay but with experience of default.

The tables below show the credit quality per class of financial assets (gross of allowance for credit
and impairment losses) as of December 31, 2017 and 2016:

2017

High grade
Standard

Grade
Past due but
not impaired Impaired Total

Due from BSP P=47,321,849 P=– P=– P=– P=47,321,849
Due from other banks 395,614,336 – – – 395,614,336
Receivable from customers:
 Microfinance loans – 1,840,062,997 3,458,360 19,919,250 1,863,440,607
 Other loans – 219,049,140 544,628 2,515,219 222,108,987
Other receivables:
 Accrued interest receivable – 27,333,746 – – 27,333,746
 UDSCL – 53,266,902 – – 53,266,902
 Accounts receivable – 189,707 – – 189,707
Other assets:

Refundable rental deposits – 8,875,290 – – 8,875,290
P=442,936,185 P=2,148,777,782 P=4,002,988 P=22,434,469 P=2,618,151,424

2016

High grade
Standard

Grade
Past due but
not impaired Impaired Total

Due from BSP P=29,888,498 P=– P=– P=– P=29,888,498
Due from other banks 403,954,915 – – – 403,954,915
Receivable from customers: –
 Microfinance loans – 1,173,183,245 3,230,573 12,088,041 1,188,501,859
 Other loans – 146,308,289 685,777 1,446,527 148,440,593
Other receivables:
 Accrued interest receivable – 17,966,455 – – 17,966,455
 UDSCL – 13,107,873 – – 13,107,873
 Accounts receivable – 113,464 – – 113,464
Other assets:

Refundable rental deposits – 5,380,466 – – 5,380,466
P=433,843,413 P=1,356,059,792 P=3,916,350 P=13,534,568 P=1,807,354,123

As of December 31, 2017 and 2016, the Bank’s microfinance loans that are past due for more than 90
days are considered impaired.
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Aging analysis of past due but not impaired loans and receivables
The following tables show the total aggregate amount of loans and receivables that are contractually
past due but not considered as impaired per delinquency bucket as of December 31, 2017 and 2016:

2017
Less than

30 Days 31 to 60 Days 61 to 90 Days Total
Microfinance loans P=717,780 P=1,382,831 P=1,357,749 P=3,458,360
Other loans 91,860 218,336 234,432 544,628

P=809,640 P=1,601,167 P=1,592,181 P=4,002,988
2016

Less than
30 Days 31 to 60 Days 61 to 90 Days Total

Microfinance loans P=358,534 P=1,658,183 P=1,213,856 P=3,230,573
Other loans 130,404 324,460 230,913 685,777

P=488,938 P=1,982,643 P=1,444,769 P=3,916,350

Carrying amount per class of loans and receivables which terms have been renegotiated
Restructured receivables have principal terms and conditions that have been modified in accordance
with an agreement setting forth a new plan of payment or a schedule of payment on a periodic basis.
When the receivable account becomes past due and is being restructured or extended, the approval of
the BOD is required before loan booking and is always governed by the BSP rules on restructuring.
No loans were restructured as of December 31, 2017 and 2016.

Market Risk
Market risk is the risk of loss to future earnings, fair values or future cash flows that may result from
changes in the price of a financial instrument.  The value of a financial instrument may change as a
result of changes in interest rates.  The financial instruments of the Bank have fixed interest rates, and
are therefore not subject to any interest rate risk.

Interest rate risk
The Bank has floating or variable interest rates from UDSCL, however, management assessed that the
Bank’s exposure to changes in interest rate risk is immaterial.

Liquidity Risk
Liquidity risk is generally defined as the current and prospective risk to earnings or capital arising
from the Bank’s inability to meet its obligations when they come due without incurring unacceptable
losses or costs.

The Bank’s ALCO is responsible for formulating the Bank’s liquidity risk management policies.
Liquidity management is among the most important activities conducted within the Bank.  The Bank
manages its liquidity risk through analyzing net funding requirements under alternative scenarios,
diversification of funding sources and contingency planning.  The Bank utilizes a diverse range of
sources of funds, although short-term deposits made with the Bank’s network of domestic branches
comprise the majority of such funding.  Core deposits composed mainly of pledge savings.

Liquidity risk is managed by the Bank through holding sufficient liquid assets and appropriate
assessment to ensure short-term funding requirements are met and by ensuring the high collection
performance at all times.  Deposits with banks are made on a short-term basis with almost all being
available on demand or within one month.
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The Bank uses liquidity forecast models that estimate the Bank’s cash flow needs based on the
Bank’s actual contractual obligations and under normal circumstances and extraordinary
circumstances.

The tables below summarize the maturity profile of the financial instruments of the Bank based on
contractual undiscounted cash flows:

2017

On demand
Due within

1 month
1 to

3 months
3 to

12 months
Beyond

1 year Total
Financial Assets
Cash and other cash items P=2,209,287 P=– P=– P=– P=– P=2,209,287
Due from BSP 47,321,849 – – – – 47,321,849
Due from other banks 181,484,046 115,078,025 99,379,623 – – 395,941,694
Loans and receivables 24,538,911 57,936,845 405,046,082 1,609,593,936 46,647,434 2,143,763,208
Other assets* – – – – 8,875,290 8,875,290
Total Financial Assets 255,554,093 173,014,870 504,425,705 1,609,593,936 55,522,724 2,598,111,328
Financial Liabilities
Deposit liabilities 945,663,224 12,221,160 60,166,179 63,493,455 467,457,523 1,549,001,541
Bills payable – 12,691,667 202,403,845 293,538,550 – 508,634,062
Other liabilities:

Accrued other expenses – 13,214,780 – – – 13,214,780
Accrued interest payable – – 5,304,870 – – 5,304,870
Accounts payable 4,441,514 – – – – 4,441,514
Dividends  payable 13,147 – – – – 13,147

Total Financial Liabilities 950,117,885 38,127,607 267,874,894 357,032,005 467,457,523 2,080,609,914
Net (P=694,563,792) P=134,887,263 P=236,550,811 P=1,252,561,931 (P=411,934,799) P=517,501,414
*Pertains to refundable rental deposits

2016

On demand
Due within

1 month
1 to

3 months
3 to

12 months
Beyond

1 year Total
Financial Assets
Cash and other cash items P=5,700,569 P=– P=– P=– P=– P=5,700,569
Due from BSP 29,888,498 – – – – 29,888,498
Due from other banks 83,624,386 181,866,362 139,014,293 – – 404,505,041
Loans and receivables 6,294,410 34,523,577 242,458,139 1,178,321,925 13,003,898 1,474,601,949
Other assets* – – – – 2,647,288 2,647,288
Total Financial Assets 125,507,863 216,389,939 381,472,432 1,178,321,925 15,651,186 1,917,343,345
Financial Liabilities
Deposit liabilities 671,161,742 14,444,933 91,867,098 203,137,949 – 980,611,722
Bills payable – 26,666,667 158,333,333 255,000,000 – 440,000,000
Other liabilities:

Accrued other expenses 2,924,010 581,845 – – – 3,505,855
Accrued interest payable – 121,721 1,400,080 1,763,993 – 3,285,794
Accounts payable 1,122,270 – – – – 1,122,270

Total Financial Liabilities 675,208,022 41,815,166 251,600,511 459,901,942 – 1,428,525,641
Net (P=549,700,159) P=174,574,773 P=129,871,921 P=718,419,983 P=15,651,186 P=488,817,704
*Pertains to refundable rental deposits

6. Due from Other Banks

Due from other banks represent funds deposited with domestic banks which are used by the Bank as
part of its working funds.  These deposits earn interest at annual rates ranging from 0.10% to 2.00%
and from 0.25% to 1.75% in 2017 and 2016, respectively.
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7. Loans and Receivables

This account consists of:

2017 2016
Receivables from customers

Microfinance loans P=1,863,440,606 P=1,188,501,859
Other loans 222,108,988 148,440,593

2,085,549,594 1,336,942,452
UDSCL 53,266,902 13,107,873
Accrued interest receivable 27,333,746 17,966,455
Accounts receivable (Note 19) 189,707 113,464

2,166,339,949 1,368,130,244
Less allowance for credit losses 44,238,383 34,554,432

P=2,122,101,566 P=1,333,575,812

Interest income on loans and receivables follow:

2017 2016
Receivables from customers P=788,425,094 P=513,517,112
UDSCL 684,728 345,465

P=789,109,822 P=513,862,577

Microfinance loans and other receivables carry annual effective interest rates ranging from 33.47% to
50.47% in 2017 and 2016, while UDSCL carries annual interest rates ranging from 1.59% to 2.75%
in 2017 and 2016.

BSP Reporting
In accordance with BSP regulations, the Bank considers a loan as part of portfolio-at-risk (PAR)
when an installment payment is past due for one day.  As of December 31, 2017 and 2016, the Bank’s
PAR amounted to P=26.44 million and P=17.45 million, respectively.  The allowance for credit losses
recognized for past due loans amounted to P=23.65 million and P=14.76 million as of
December 31, 2017 and 2016, respectively.

As of December 31, 2017 and 2016, nonperforming loans (NPLs) based on Circular No. 772 and as
reported to the BSP amounted to P=26.44 million and P=17.45 million, respectively.

Past due/PAR accounts shall be considered as NPL.  Loans are classified as nonperforming in
accordance with BSP regulations, or when, in the opinion of management, collection of interest is
doubtful.  Loans are not reclassified as performing until interest and principal payments are brought
to current or the loans are restructured in accordance with existing BSP regulations, and future
payments appear assured.

The following table shows the secured and unsecured receivable from customers as of December 31,
2017 and 2016 (at gross amount):

2017 2016
Secured P=1,863,440,606 P=1,188,501,859
Unsecured 222,108,988 148,440,594

P=2,085,549,594 P=1,336,942,453
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Collateral of loans includes deposit hold-out at 15.00% of loan disbursed (Note 10).

As of December 31, 2017 and 2016, information on the concentration of receivables from customers
as to industry follows (at gross amount):

2017 2016
Amount % Amount %

Wholesale and retail trade, repair of motor vehicles,
motorcycles and personal and household goods P=824,843,001 39.55% P=566,425,389 42.37%

Agriculture, hunting and forestry 355,118,846 17.03% 178,225,322 13.33%
Real estate activities 274,737,316 13.17% 149,581,167 11.19%
Manufacturing 149,465,343 7.17% 107,555,722 8.04%
Accommodation and food service activities 125,197,796 6.00% 70,880,214 5.30%
Education 98,033,357 4.70% 58,587,017 4.38%
Fishing 84,901,134 4.07% 57,294,994 4.29%
Transportation and storage 58,338,796 2.80% 36,705,346 2.75%
Information and communication 33,411,940 1.60% 27,995,479 2.09%
Human health and social work activities 27,152,807 1.30% 11,292,254 0.84%
Water supply, sewerage, waste management and

remediation activities 15,836,867 0.76% 11,745,056 0.88%
Administrative and support service activities 14,751,872 0.71% 10,928,745 0.82%
Professional, scientific and technical  services 5,887,460 0.28% 3,807,991 0.28%
Arts, entertainment and recreation 4,622,426 0.22% 2,632,060 0.20%
Construction 3,019,597 0.14% 36,758,142 2.75%
Other services activities 10,231,036 0.49% 6,527,554 0.49%

P=2,085,549,594 100.00% P=1,336,942,452 100.00%

The BSP considers that loan concentration exists when total loan exposure to a particular industry or
economic sector exceeds 30.00% of total loan portfolio.  Identified concentrations of credit risks are
controlled and managed accordingly.

The movements in allowance for credit losses on receivables from customers follow:

2017 2016
Balance at beginning of year P=34,554,432 P=17,517,303
Provision for credit and impairment losses,

net of reversal 11,465,405 17,037,129
Write-offs (1,781,454) –
Balance at end of year P=44,238,383 P=34,554,432
Individual impairment P=22,434,469 P=13,534,568
Collective impairment 21,803,914 21,019,864

P=44,238,383 P=34,554,432
Gross amounts of loans individually determined to

be impaired, before deducting any individually
assessed impairment losses P=22,434,469 P=13,534,568

UDSCL
As of December 31, 2017 and 2016, UDSCL consist of the following:

2017 2016
Agrarian Reform 10-year bond P=40,266,902 P=107,873
Small Business Corporation (SBC) 13,000,000 13,000,000

P=53,266,902 P=13,107,873

Investments in SBC pertain to non-negotiable Micro, Small and Medium Enterprise Notes with
annual interest rate ranging from 1.98% to 2.57% and 1.71% to 2.57% in 2017 and 2016, subject to
annual repricing.
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8. Property and Equipment

The composition of and movements in this account follow:
2017

Land Building

Furniture,
Fixtures and

Equipment

Information
Technology
Equipment

Transportation
Equipment

Leasehold
Improvements

Construction
in Progress Total

Cost
Balance at beginning of year P=20,030,959 P=28,881,083 P=21,061,413 P=4,143,427 P=214,417 P=12,267,539 P=– P=86,598,838
Additions – – 9,660,707 2,034,565 – 240,000 25,423,064 37,358,336
Reclassification – 1,100,000 – – – 23,785,248 (24,885,248) –
Disposals – – (155,126) (64,000) – – – (219,126)
Balance at end of year 20,030,959 29,981,083 30,566,994 6,113,992 214,417 36,292,787 537,816 123,738,048
Accumulated Depreciation
Balance at beginning of year – 5,228,813 9,901,487 1,572,216 214,416 2,401,021 – 19,317,953
Depreciation – 2,975,781 6,680,737 1,100,675 – 3,734,087 – 14,491,280
Reclassification – – – – – – – –
Disposals – – (154,473) (64,653) – – – (219,126)
Balance at end of year – 8,204,594 16,427,751 2,608,238 214,416 6,135,108 – 33,590,107
Net Book Value P=20,030,959 P=21,776,489 P=14,139,243 P=3,505,754 P=1 P=30,157,679 P=537,816 P=90,147,941

2016

Land Building

Furniture,
Fixtures and

Equipment

Information
Technology
Equipment

Transportation
Equipment

Leasehold
Improvements

Construction
in Progress Total

Cost
Balance at beginning of year P=19,950,762 P=20,754,042 P=12,997,346 P=884,928 P=214,417 P=5,810,010 P=4,070,000 P=64,681,505
Additions 80,197 727,041 8,114,017 1,693,018 – 1,018,333 10,247,206 21,879,812
Reclassification – 7,400,000 – 1,670,737 – 6,917,206  (14,317,206) 1,670,737
Disposals – – (49,950) (105,256) – (1,478,010) – (1,633,216)
Balance at end of year 20,030,959 28,881,083 21,061,413 4,143,427 214,417 12,267,539 – 86,598,838
Accumulated Depreciation
Balance at beginning of year – 2,432,821 4,669,528 509,265 214,416 2,436,873 – 10,262,903
Depreciation – 2,795,992 5,251,926 718,791 – 1,442,158 – 10,208,867
Reclassification – – – 356,561 – – – 356,561
Disposals – – (19,967) (12,401) – (1,478,010) – (1,510,378)
Balance at end of year – 5,228,813 9,901,487 1,572,216 214,416 2,401,021 – 19,317,953
Net Book Value P=20,030,959 P=23,652,270 P=11,159,926 P=2,571,211 P=1 P=9,866,518 P=– P=67,280,885
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As of December 31, 2017 and 2016, the cost of fully depreciated property and equipment that are still
in use amounted to P=6.23 million and P=3.00 million, respectively.  The Bank incurred losses on
retirement of property and equipment amounting to nil and P=0.18 million in 2017 and 2016,
respectively.

In 2016, the Bank reclassified software cost with cost and accumulated amortization amounting to
P=1.67 million and P=0.36 million, respectively from other assets to IT equipment.

9. Other Assets

This account consists of:

2017 2016
Financial assets

Refundable rental deposits P=8,875,290 P=5,380,466
Nonfinancial assets

Stationery and supplies on hand 11,375,485 10,581,387
Prepaid rent 2,974,628 1,478,824
Prepaid expenses (Note 19) 1,347,215 790,028

15,697,328 12,850,239
P=24,572,618 P=18,230,705

Prepaid expenses include advance lease payments of IT equipment from CARD Leasing and Finance
Corporation (CLFC), as well as IT services from CARD MRI Information Technology, Inc.  Prepaid
rent pertains to advances paid on lease of offices.  As of December 31, 2017 and 2016, other assets
are unimpaired.

10. Deposit Liabilities

The Bank’s deposit liabilities include regular savings amounting to P=1.15 billion and
P=0.67 billion as of December 31, 2017 and 2016, respectively.  These mostly comprise of the
P=50.00 per week aggregate compulsory savings collected from each member/nonmember/borrower
plus any voluntary deposit.  Under an assignment agreement, the “pledge” savings balances serve as
security for loans granted by the Bank to its members.  The “pledge” savings earn annual interest of
2.00% in 2017 and 2016.  In 2017 and 2016, a member/borrower is required to maintain a pledge
savings balance equivalent to 15.00% of the original loan amount (Note 7).

In 2017 and 2016, other regular savings accounts are “Kayang-kaya”, “Tagumpay” and “Agap-ipon”
savings deposit accounts which cater to non-members and Bank employees, and carry interest rates
ranging from 1.50% to 5.00%.

Special savings deposits have interest rates ranging from 2.00% to 4.25% in 2017 and 2016.

Interest expense on deposit liabilities are as follows:

2017 2016
Regular savings deposits P=15,733,102 P=8,698,203
Special savings deposit 12,828,359 12,978,362

P=28,561,461 P=21,676,565
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Circular No. 830 of the BSP prescribes 5.00% and 3.00% reserve requirements on demand and
savings deposits, respectively.

As of December 31, 2017 and 2016, available reserves pertain to Due from BSP of P=47.32 million
and P=29.89 million, respectively.  The Due from BSP account is a non-interest bearing account that
also serves as clearing account for interbank claims.  The Bank is compliant with the applicable
reserve requirements on demand and savings deposits, respectively.

11. Bills Payable and Other Liabilities

Bills Payable
Bills payable represents borrowings from financial institutions bearing annual nominal interest rates
ranging from 2.88% to 3.75% in 2017 and from 3.00% to 3.75% in 2016 and effective interest rates
ranging from 3.72% to 4.62% in 2017 and 3.84% and 4.62% in 2016.  Maturity period for the
outstanding bills payable ranges from three months to one year and six months to one year in 2017
and 2016, respectively.

The Bank capitalized documentary taxes on bills payable amounting P=2.85 million and P=2.16 million
during 2017 and 2016, respectively.  As of December 31, 2017 and 2016, unamortized discount on
capitalized transaction costs on bills payable amounted to P=1.97 million and P=1.56 million,
respectively.

Other Liabilities
This account consists of the following:

2017 2016
Financial liabilities:

Accrued interest payable P=5,304,870 P=3,285,794
Accounts payable (Note 19) 4,441,514 1,122,270
Dividends payable (Note 20) 13,147 –
Accrued other expenses 13,214,780 3,505,855

22,974,311 7,913,919
Nonfinancial liabilities:

Accrued leaves 8,982,410 6,133,297
Gross receipt taxes payable 3,570,100 2,468,786
Withholding taxes payable (Note 22) 2,418,208 1,063,004
Documentary stamp taxes payable 213,555 157,500

15,184,273 9,822,587
P=38,158,584 P=17,736,506

Accounts payable includes due to suppliers and contractors, regulatory bodies, employees and related
parties.

Accrued other expenses include accrued rent and other operating expenses.
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12. Maturity Analysis of Assets and Liabilities

The following table shows an analysis of assets and liabilities analyzed according to whether they are
expected to be recovered or settled within one year and beyond one year from statement of financial
position dates:

2017 2016
Within

One Year
Beyond One

Year Total Within One Year
Beyond One

Year Total
Financial Assets

Cash and other cash items P=2,209,287 – P=2,209,287 P=5,700,569 – P=5,700,569
Due from BSP 47,321,849 – 47,321,849 29,888,498 – 29,888,498
Due from other banks 395,614,336 – 395,614,336 403,954,915 – 403,954,915
Loans and receivables (Note 7) 2,118,760,476 47,579,473 2,166,339,949 1,356,058,329 12,071,915 1,368,130,244
Other assets (Note 9) – 8,875,290 8,875,290 5,380,466 5,380,466

Nonfinancial Assets – –
Property and equipment (Note 8) – 123,738,048 123,738,048 – 86,598,838 86,598,838
Retirement asset – 30,213,290 30,213,290 – 17,159,973 17,159,973
Deferred tax assets – 11,904,261 11,904,261 – 12,665,379 12,665,379
Other assets (Note 9) 15,697,328 – 15,697,328 12,850,239 – 12,850,239

Total Assets P=2,579,603,276 P=222,310,362 P=2,801,913,638 P=1,808,452,550 P=133,876,571 P=1,942,329,121

 Allowance for credit and
impairment losses (Note 7) (44,238,383) (34,554,432)

 Accumulated depreciation and
Amortization (Note 8) (33,590,107) (19,317,953)

P=2,724,085,148  P=1,888,456,736

Financial Liabilities
Deposit liabilities P=1,325,492,147 P=200,939,476 P=1,526,431,623 P=973,750,292 P=– P=973,750,292
Bills payable 498,023,590 – 498,023,590 438,441,560 – 438,441,560
Other liabilities (Note 11) 21,424,794 1,549,517 22,974,311 7,913,919 – 7,913,919
Deposit for future stock
      subscription 51,592,800 – 51,592,800 4,080,000 – 4,080,000

Nonfinancial Liabilities
Income tax payable 35,986,373 – 35,986,373 21,017,255 – 21,017,255
Other liabilities (Note 11) 6,201,863 8,982,410 15,184,273 3,689,290 6,133,297 9,822,587

Total Liabilities P=1,938,721,567 P=211,471,403 P=2,150,192,970 P=1,448,892,316 P=6,133,297 P=1,455,025,613

13. Equity

Capital Stock
The Bank’s authorized capital stock amounted to P=250.00 million, consisting of 2,000,000 shares of
common stock with par value of P=100.00 per share and 250,000 private preferred shares with par
value of P=200.00 per share.

As of December 31, 2017 and 2016, the Bank’s capital stock consists of:

2017 2016
Shares Amount Shares Amount

Common stock - P=100.00 par value,
2,000,000 authorized shares

Common stock at the beginning of the year 1,772,732 P=177,273,200 1,232,028 P=123,202,800
Issuance of shares of stocks from settlement

of subscriptions receivable 211,222 21,122,200 540,704 54,070,400
Common stock at the end of the year 1,983,954 198,395,400 1,772,732 177,273,200
Subscribed 16,046 1,604,600 227,268 22,726,800
Subscription receivable – (1,604,600) – (22,726,800)

2,000,000 P=198,395,400 2,000,000 P=177,273,200
Preferred stock - P=200.00 par value, 250,000

authorized shares
Preferred stock at the beginning of the year 185,017 P=37,003,400 49,138 P=9,827,600
Issuance of preferred shares 64,983 12,996,600 135,879 27,175,800
Preferred stock at the end of the year 250,000 P=50,000,000 185,017 P=37,003,400
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Preferred shares have the following features: (a) cumulative, (b) non-voting, and (c) non-redeemable.
Preferred shareholders shall be entitled to a dividend rate of eight percent (8.00%) per annum or
whatever is determined by the BOD.

In 2017 and 2016, the Bank issued 64,983 and 135,879 preferred shares at par amounting to
P=13.00 million and P=27.18 million, respectively.  In addition, the Bank's collections from
subscriptions receivable on common shares amounted to P=21.12 million and P=54.07 million in 2017
and 2016, respectively.

On May 14, 2016, the BOD and the stockholders approved and ratified the increase in the Bank’s
capitalization from P=250.00 million to P=500.00 million by increasing its authorized common and
preferred stock by 2.00 million shares and 0.25 million shares, respectively.  As of March 10, 2018,
the Bank has yet to file its application for increase in authorized capital stock with the SEC, since the
BSP has not yet approved the Bank’s application.

Deposit for Future Stock Subscriptions
Deposit for future stock subscriptions pertains to total consideration received in excess of the
authorized capital of the Bank with the purpose of applying the same as payment for future issuance
of shares.  As of December 31, 2017, the Bank has filed its application for increase in authorized
capital with BSP.  Deposit for future stock subscriptions of P=51.59 million and P=4.08 million was
classified under liabilities as of December 31, 2017 and 2016 respectively, in accordance with the
requirement of SEC Financial Reporting Bulletin No. 006, as discussed in Note 2 to the financial
statements.

Dividends
On March 11, 2017, the BOD declared cash dividends of 8.00% of outstanding preferred stock
balance and P=15.00 per share to common stockholders.  Cash dividends declared amounting to
P=30.00 million and P=3.03 million for common stockholders and preferred stockholders, respectively,
were paid starting March 22, 2017 to stockholders of record as of February 28, 2017.

On June 10, 2017, the BOD declared another cash dividend of 8.00% of outstanding preferred stock
balance and P=20.00 per share to common stockholders.  Cash dividends declared amounting to
P=40.00 million and P=3.25 million for common stockholders and preferred stockholders, respectively,
were paid starting June 13, 2017 to stockholders of record as of May 31, 2017

On October 14, 2017, the BOD declared another cash dividend of 8.00% of outstanding preferred
stock balance and P=25.00 per share to common stockholders.  Cash dividends declared amounting to
P=50.00 million and P=4.00 million for common stockholders and preferred stockholders, respectively,
were paid starting October 30, 2017 to stockholders of record as of September 30, 2017.

On March 12, 2016, the BOD declared cash dividends of 8.00% of outstanding preferred stock
balance and P=15.00 per share to common stockholders.  Cash dividends declared amounting to
P=30.00 million and P=0.85 million for common stockholders and preferred stockholders, respectively,
were paid starting April 13, 2016 to stockholders of record as of February 28, 2016.

Capital Management
The Bank’s capital management aims to ensure that it complies with regulatory capital requirements
and it maintains strong credit ratings and healthy capital ratios in order to support and sustain its
business growth towards maximizing the shareholders’ value.
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The Bank manages its capital structure and appropriately effect adjustment according to the changes
in economic conditions and the risk level it recognizes at every point of time in the course of its
business operations.

In order to maintain or adjust for good capital structure, the Bank carefully measures the amount of
dividend payment to shareholders, call payment due from the capital subscribers or issue capital
securities as necessary.  No changes were made on the capital management objectives, policies and
processes from previous years.

Regulatory Qualifying Capital
Under existing BSP regulations, the determination of the Bank’s compliance with regulatory
requirements and ratios is based on the amount of the Bank’s unimpaired capital (regulatory net
worth) reported to the BSP, determined on the basis of regulatory accounting policies, which differ
from PFRS in some aspects.

BSP Circular No. 688, Revised Risk-Based Capital Adequacy Framework for stand-alone thrift banks,
rural banks and cooperative banks which took effect on January 1, 2012 represents BSP’s
commitment to align existing prudential regulations with international standards, which is consistent
with the BSP’s goal of promoting the soundness and stability of individual banks and of the banking
system as a whole.

Under current banking regulations, the combined capital accounts of each bank should not be less
than an amount equal to ten percent (10.00%) of its risk assets.  The qualifying capital of the Bank for
purposes of determining the capital-to-risk assets ratio to total equity excludes:

∂ unbooked valuation reserves and other capital adjustments as may be required by the BSP;
∂ total outstanding unsecured credit accommodations to directors, officers, stakeholders and related

interests (DOSRI);
∂ deferred tax asset or liability; and
∂ other regulatory deductions.

Risk assets consist of total assets after exclusion of cash on hand, due from BSP, loans covered by
hold-out or assignment of deposits, loans or acceptances under letters of credit to the extent covered
by margin deposits, and other non-risk items as determined by the Monetary Board of the BSP.

Under BSP Circular No. 360, effective July 1, 2003, the risk-based capital adequacy ratio (CAR) is to
be inclusive of a market risk charge.  BSP Circular No. 560 dated January 31, 2007 which took effect
on February 22, 2007, requires the deduction of unsecured loans, other credit accommodations and
guarantees granted to subsidiaries and affiliates from capital accounts for purposes of computing
CAR.

On October 9, 2014, BSP issued the Circular No. 854, which states that rural banks with head offices
in areas outside the National Capital Region and with up to ten branches are required to comply with
the minimum capital requirement of P=30.00 million.  As of December 31, 2017 and 2016, the Bank is
in compliance with the capitalization requirement.

Under BSP Circular No. 854, regulatory capital consists of Tier 1 capital, which comprises share
capital, share premium, retained earnings including current year profit less accrued dividends, net
long positions in own shares and goodwill.  The other component of regulatory capital is Tier 2
capital, which includes revaluation reserves.  Certain adjustments are made to PFRS-based results and
reserves, as prescribed by the BSP.
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The CAR of the Bank as of December 31, 2017 and 2016, as reported to the BSP, is shown in the
table below (amounts in millions):

2017 2016
Tier 1 capital P=488.56 P=415.43
Tier 2 capital 73.98 16.60
Total qualifying capital P=562.54 P=432.03
Risk weighted assets P=2,849.88 P=1,892.19
Tier 1 capital ratio 17.14% 21.96%
Tier 2 capital ratio 2.60% 0.87%
Total CAR 19.74% 22.83%

As of December 31, 2017 and 2016, the Bank’s CAR is in compliance with the regulatory
requirements.

The Bank maintains an actively managed capital base to cover risks inherent in the business.  The
adequacy of the Bank’s capital is monitored using, among other measures, the rules and ratios
adopted by the BSP in supervising the Bank.

The amount of surplus funds available for dividend declaration is determined also on the basis of
regulatory net worth after considering certain adjustments.

Covered banks and quasi-banks are enjoined to consider the forthcoming regulatory changes in
capital planning exercises and conduct preliminary assessments of the likely impact of the changes.

Financial Performance
The following basic ratios measure the financial performance of the Bank:

2017 2016
Return on average equity* 46.28% 47.02%
Return on average assets* 10.96% 10.49%
Net interest margin 35.13% 36.17%
*Average balances is computed using monthly balances.

14. Compensation and Benefits

This account consists of:

2017 2016
Salaries and wages P=89,338,024 P=52,215,783
Employee benefits 75,015,309 39,748,186
Retirement expense (Note 15) 6,287,394 3,099,261
Other short-term benefits 9,658,685 5,602,982

P=180,299,412 P=100,666,212

Other short term benefits pertain to the Bank’s share in contribution to employee’s SSS, and health
benefit plans.
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15. Retirement Plan

The Bank, CARD MRI Development Institute, Inc. (CMDI), CARD Mutual Benefit Association
(MBA), Inc., CARD SME Bank, Inc., CARD MRI Insurance Agency (CAMIA), Inc., CARD
Business Development Service Foundation, Inc. (BDSFI), CARD MRI Information Technology, Inc.
(CMIT), CARD Employees Multi-Purpose Cooperative (EMPC), Responsible Investments for
Solidarity and Empowerment Financing Co. (RISE),  BotiCARD Inc., CARD Leasing and Finance
Corporation (CLFC), CARD, Inc. and Mga Likha ni Inay Inc. (MLNI) maintain a funded and formal
noncontributory defined benefit retirement plan - the CARD MRI Multi-Employer Retirement Plan
(MERP) - covering all of their regular employees and CARD Group Employees’ Retirement Plan
(Hybrid Plan) applicable to employees hired on or after July 1, 2016.  MERP and Hybrid Plan comply
with the requirements of Republic Act No. 7641, Retirement Pay Law.

MERP is valued using the projected unit cost method and is financed solely by the Bank and its
related parties.  MERP provides lump sum benefits equivalent to up to 120.00% of final salary for
every year of credited service, a fraction of at least six (6) months being considered as one whole
year, upon retirement, death, total and permanent disability, or voluntary separation after completion
of at least one year of service with the participating companies.

The date of the latest actuarial valuation report for MERP is December 31, 2017.
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Changes in retirement asset in 2017 and 2016 are as follow:

2017
Net benefit cost in statement of income Remeasurements in other comprehensive income

January 1
Current

service cost Net interest Subtotal

Transfer to
the Plan

net of benefits
paid

Return on
plan assets
(excluding

amount
included in

net interest)

Actuarial
changes

arising from
changes in

the effect of
asset ceiling

Actuarial
changes arising

from changes
in demographic

assumptions

Actuarial
changes arising

from changes
in financial

assumptions Subtotal
Contribution
by employer December 31

Fair value of plan assets P=65,738,965 P=− P=4,331,760 P=4,331,760 P=10,635,546 (P=746,423) P=– P=– P=– P=9,889,123 P=6,000,000 P=85,959,848
Present value of defined benefit obligation (46,519,664) (6,205,159) (2,726,052) (8,931,211) (10,635,546) (735,079) – 717,045 16,773,242 6,119,662 – (49,331,213)
Asset ceiling (2,059,328) – (120,677) (120,677) – – (4,235,340) − − (4,235,340) − (6,415,345)
Net defined benefit asset (liability) P=17,159,973 (P=6,205,159)  P=1,485,031 (P=4,720,128) P=– (P=1,481,502) (P=4,235,340) P=717,045 P=16,773,242 P=11,773,445 P=6,000,000 P=30,213,290

2016
Net benefit cost in statement of income Remeasurements in other comprehensive income

January 1
Current

service cost Net interest Subtotal

Transfer to
the Plan

net of benefits
paid

Return on
plan assets
(excluding

amount
included in

net interest)

Actuarial
changes

arising from
changes in

the effect of
asset ceiling

Actuarial
changes arising

from changes
in demographic

assumptions

Actuarial
changes arising

from changes
in financial

assumptions Subtotal
Contribution
by employer December 31

Fair value of plan assets P=43,463,097 P=− P=2,628,956 P=2,628,956 P=6,761,314 (P=1,614,402) P=– P=– P=– P=5,146,912 P=14,500,000 P=65,738,965
Present value of defined benefit obligation (36,056,201) (3,772,672) (1,752,331) (5,525,003) (6,761,314) (8,847,342) –  1,222,092 9,448,104 (4,938,460) – (46,519,664)
Asset ceiling (503,922) – (24,491) (24,491) – – (1,530,915) − − (1,530,915) − (2,059,328)
Net defined benefit asset (liability) P=6,902,974 (P=3,772,672)  P=852,134 (P=2,920,538) P=– (P=10,461,744) (P=1,530,915) P=1,222,092 P=9,448,104 (P=1,322,463) P=14,500,000 P=17,159,973

In 2017 and 2016, net benefit cost is recognized under ‘Compensation and benefits’ in the statements of income.
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The maximum economic benefit available is a combination of expected refunds from the plan and
reductions in future contributions.  The fair value of plan assets by each class as of
December 31, 2017 and 2016 follows:

2017 2016
Cash and cash equivalents P=35,424,053 P=27,307,966
Government securities 43,641,815 30,871,018
Loans and receivables 3,782,233 4,963,292
Mutual fund 404,012 341,843
Other assets 2,707,735 2,254,846
Fair value of plan assets P=85,959,848 P=65,738,965

All plan assets do not have quoted prices in an active market except for government bonds.  Cash and
cash equivalents are with reputable financial institutions and related parties and are deemed to be
standard grade.  Mutual fund, loans and other assets are unrated.

The plan assets have diverse investments and do not have any concentration risk other than those in
government securities which are of low risk.

The overall investment policy and strategy of the Bank’s defined benefit plans is guided by the
objective of achieving an investment return which, together with contributions, ensures that there will
be sufficient assets to pay pension benefits as they fall due while also mitigating the various risks of
the plans.

The cost of defined retirement plan as well as the present value of the defined benefit obligation is
determined using actuarial valuations.  The actuarial valuation involves making various
assumptions.  The principal assumptions used in determining pension for the defined benefit plans are
shown below:

2017 2016
Discount rate

January 1 5.86% 4.86%
December 31 5.77% 5.86%

Future salary increases 5.00% 7.00%

The sensitivity analysis below has been determined based on reasonably possible changes of each
significant assumption on the defined benefit obligation as of the end of the reporting period,
assuming all other assumptions were held constant:

2017 2016

Increase
(decrease) in
basis points

Increase
(decrease) in

present value
of obligation

Increase
(decrease) in
basis points

Increase
(decrease) in
present value
of obligation

Discount rates +100 (P=6,883,012) +100 (P=7,467,218)
(100) 8,570,887 (100) 9,448,104

Future salary increases +100 8,020,097 +100 8,721,736
(100) (6,597,039) (100) (7,089,944)

The Bank plans to contribute P=30.00 million to the defined benefit retirement plan in 2018.
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As of December 31, 2017, the average duration of defined benefit obligations is 15.80 years.

Shown below is the maturity analysis of the undiscounted benefit payments:

2017 2016
More than 5 years to 10 years P=31,444,277 P=20,238,560
More than 10 years to 15 years 26,432,056 23,432,928
More than 15 years to 20 years 53,854,917 61,140,052
More than 20 years to 25 years 208,739,358 108,896,931
More than 25 years 356,065,446 581,898,662

Hybrid Plan
The Bank’s Hybrid plan which provides a retirement benefit equal to 100.00% of the member’s
employer accumulated value (the Bank’s contributions of 8.00% plan salary to Fund A plus credited
earnings) and 100.00% of the member’s employee accumulated value (member’s own contributions
up to 10.00% of plan salary to Fund B plus credited earnings), if any, provided that in no case shall
100.00% of the employee accumulated value in Fund A be less than 100.00% of plan salary for every
year of credited service.

As of December 31, 2017 and 2016, the Bank does not value its defined benefit assets (liability) for
the contributions made to the Hybrid Plan.  Compensation and benefits include expenses recorded
related to the Hybrid Plan amounting to P=1.57 million and P=0.18 million in 2017 and 2016,
respectively.

16. Leases

Office spaces
The Bank leases the premises occupied by some of its branches in which lease payments are
subjected to escalation clauses from 5.00% to 20.00% starting on the second or third year of lease.
The lease contracts are for the periods ranging from one to five years and are renewable upon mutual
agreement between the Bank and the lessors.

Lease for office spaces recorded under ‘Rent’ amounted to P=24.12 million and P=13.74 million, in
2017 and 2016, respectively.

Future minimum rental lease payments on operating leases of the Bank are as follows:

2017 2016
Within one year P=27,727,237 P=29,631,537
After one year but not more than five years 45,978,848 23,326,767

P=73,706,085 P=52,958,304

Transportation and IT equipment
The Bank leases the transportation and IT equipment from CLFC.  The lease contracts have a term of
18 months.

Lease for transportation and IT equipment recorded under ‘Rent’ amounted to P=10.06 million and
P=4.89 million in 2017 and 2016, respectively.
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Future minimum rental lease payments on operating leases of the Bank are as follows:

2017 2016
Within one year P=6,387,200 P=7,042,568
After one year but not more than five years 851,640 5,338,953

P=7,238,840 P=12,381,521

17. Miscellaneous Expenses

This account consists of:

2017 2016
Postage, telephone, cables and telegrams P=1,983,968 P=1,824,238
Repairs and maintenance 1,091,950 991,462
Program and monitoring 767,283 1,402,268
Advertising and publicity 67,368 160,900
Representation and entertainment (Note 18) – 15,000
Other expenses 4,619,404 2,756,128

P=8,529,973 P=7,149,996

Other expenses include various expenses such as notarial and other legal expenses, bank charges,
awards to top performing branches, expenditures related to the opening of the new branch and other
small value expenses that are non-recurring.

18. Income Taxes

Under Philippine tax laws, the Bank is subject to percentage and other taxes presented as ‘Taxes and
licenses’ in the statements of income as well as income taxes.  Percentage and other taxes paid consist
principally of gross receipts tax and documentary stamp taxes.

Income taxes include RCIT, as discussed below and final taxes paid at the rate of 20.00%, which is a
final withholding tax on gross interest income from government securities and other deposit
substitutes.

Republic Act No. 9337, An Act Amending National Internal Revenue Code, provides that the RCIT
rate shall be 30.00%, and deductible interest expense shall be reduced by 33.00% of interest income
subjected to final tax.  Current tax regulations also provide for MCIT of 2.00% on modified gross
income and allow a NOLCO.  The MCIT and NOLCO may be applied against the Bank’s income tax
liability and taxable income, respectively, over a three-year period from the year of inception.
Further, current tax regulations set a limit for entertainment, amusement and recreation (EAR)
expenses that can be deducted for income tax purposes.  EAR expenses are limited to 1.00% of net
revenue for sellers of services.  The Bank recorded EAR expenses amounting to nil and P=0.02 million
in 2017 and 2016, respectively.  EAR expenses are presented under ‘Miscellaneous expenses’ in the
statements of income.
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Provision for income tax consists of:

2017 2016
Current

RCIT P=100,200,529 P=71,126,466
Final tax 1,103,040 592,416

101,303,569 71,718,882
Deferred (2,770,916) (6,501,060)

P=98,532,653 P=65,217,822

As of December 31, 2017 and 2016, net deferred tax assets are as follows:

2017 2016
Deferred tax assets

Allowance for credit and impairment losses P=13,271,515 P=10,366,330
Unamortized past service cost 4,795,057 5,432,499
Accumulated vacation leave credits 2,694,723 1,839,989
Accrued rent under PAS 17 206,953 174,553

20,968,248 17,813,371
Deferred tax liability

Retirement asset P=9,063,987 P=5,147,992
P=11,904,261 P=12,665,379

Deferred tax recognized in OCI amounted to a provision of P=3.53 million and a benefit of P=0.40
million for the years ended December 31, 2017 and 2016, respectively.

The reconciliation between the statutory income tax and effective income tax follow:

2017 2016
Statutory income tax P=98,075,288 P=66,245,474
Income tax effects of:

Nondeductible expenses 873,066 825,833
Interest income subject to final tax (599,041) (296,208)
Movements in unrecognized deferred taxes 183,340 (1,557,277)

Provision for income tax P=98,532,653 P=65,217,822

19. Related Party Transactions

Parties are considered to be related if one party has the ability, directly or indirectly, to control the
other party or exercise significant influence over the other party in making financial and operating
decisions.  Entities are considered to be related if they are subjected under common control or
significant influence.  The Bank’s related parties include:

∂ key management personnel, close family members of key management personnel and entities
which are controlled, significantly influenced by or for which significant voting power is held by
key management personnel or their close family members,

∂ post-employment benefit plans for the benefit of the Bank’s employees, and
∂ other related parties within the CARD-MRI Group.
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The Bank has several business relationships with related parties.  Transactions with such parties are
made in the ordinary course of business and on substantially same terms, including interest and
collateral, as those prevailing at the time for comparable transactions with other parties.  These
transactions also did not involve more than the normal risk of collectability or present other
unfavorable conditions.

Transactions with Retirement Plans
Under PFRS, certain post-employment benefit plans are considered as related parties.  CARD MRI’s
MERP is a stand-alone entity assigned in facilitating the contributions to retirement starting 2015.
The plan assets are mostly invested in time deposits and special savings accounts of related party
banks and government bonds (Note 15).  As of December 31, 2017 and 2016, the retirement funds do
not hold or trade the Bank’s shares of stock.

Remunerations of Key Management Personnel
Key management personnel are those persons having authority and responsibility for planning,
directing and controlling the activities of the Bank, directly or indirectly.  The Bank considers the
members of the senior management to constitute key management personnel for purposes of
PAS 24, Related Party Disclosures.

The compensation of key management personnel included under ‘Compensation and benefits’ in the
statements of income are as follows:

2017 2016
Short-term employee benefits P=4,434,000 P=1,921,896
Post-employment benefits 421,839 256,406

P=4,855,839 P=2,178,302

The Bank also provides banking services to directors and other key management personnel and
persons connected to them.  These transactions are presented in the tables that follow.

Other Related Party Transactions
Transactions between the Bank and its key management personnel meet the definition of related party
transactions.  Transactions between the Bank and related parties within the CARD-MRI, also qualify
as related party transactions.

Loans receivables
As of December 31, 2017 and 2016, the Bank has no outstanding loan that was granted to related
parties.

Deposit liabilities, accounts receivable and accounts payable
Deposit liabilities, accounts receivable and accounts payable held by the Bank for key management
personnel, shareholder and other related parties as of December 31, 2017 and 2016 follow:

December 31, 2017

Category Amount/Volume
Outstanding

Balance Nature, Terms and Conditions
Key management personnel
Deposit liabilities P=2,271,636 Consists of regular and special savings deposit account with

annual interest rate of 1.50% and 2.00%, respectively.Deposits P=9,576,730
Withdrawals 7,665,303

Interest expense/payable 48,630 –

(Forward)
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Shareholders
Deposit liabilities P=170,384,186 Consists of regular savings deposit account with annual interest

rate of 1.50% and special savings deposit account with
annual interest rate ranging from 3.25% to 4.25%.

Deposits P=355,995,145
Withdrawals 297,187,685

Interest expense/payable 481,201 –
Accounts receivable – Pertains to shareholders’ share in share in expenses still payable

to the Bank.Billings 786,081
Collection 787,796

Accounts payable 224,122 Pertains to share on various expenses.
Billings 6,630,341
Payment 6,406,219

Affiliates
Deposit liabilities 386,054,345 Consists of checking, savings and special savings deposit

accounts with annual interest rate ranging from 1.50% to
5.00%.

Deposits 202,500,307
Withdrawal 68,915,994

Interest expense/payable 9,383,761 –
Accounts receivable – Pertains to affiliates’ share in share in expenses still payable to

the Bank.Billings 77,294
Collections 77,294

Accounts payable 42,185 Pertains to share on various expenses.
Billings 39,471,199
Payments 39,429,014

December 31, 2016

Category Amount/Volume
Outstanding

Balance Nature, Terms and Conditions
Key management personnel
Deposit liabilities P=311,579 Consists of regular and special savings deposit account with

annual interest rate of 1.50% and 2.00%, respectively.Deposits P=1,218,638
Withdrawals 1,581,712

Interest expense/payable 970 –
Shareholders
Deposit liabilities 111,095,525 Consists of regular savings deposit account with annual interest

rate of 1.50% and special savings deposit account with
annual interest rate ranging from 3.25% to 4.25%.

Deposits 176,325,200
Withdrawals 90,530,440

Interest expense/payable 979,423 –
Pertains to shareholders’ share in share in expenses still payable

to the Bank.
Accounts receivable 1,715

Billings 700,000
Collection 730,000

Pertains to share on various expenses.Accounts payable –
Billings 560,084
Payment 560,084

Affiliates
Deposit liabilities 243,086,271 Consists of checking, savings and special savings deposit

accounts with annual interest rate ranging from 1.50% to
5.00%.

Deposits 295,314,725
Withdrawal 72,728,179

Interest expense/payable 8,255,956 –
Pertains to affiliates’ share in share in expenses still payable to

the Bank.
Accounts receivable –

Billings 336,019
Collections 337,637

Accounts payable –
Billings 181,254,319
Payments 181,254,319  Pertains to share on various expenses.

Regulatory Reporting
As required by BSP, the Bank discloses loan transactions with investees and with certain directors,
officers, stockholders and related interests (DOSRI).  Existing banking regulations limit the amount
of individual loans to DOSRI, 70.00% of which must be secured, to the total of their respective
deposits and book value of their respective investments in the lending company within the Bank.

In the aggregate, loans to DOSRI generally should not exceed total equity or 15.00% of total loan
portfolio, whichever is lower.  As of December 31, 2017 and 2016, the Bank is in compliance with
the regulatory requirements.
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BSP Circular No. 423 dated March 15, 2004 amended the definition of DOSRI accounts.  On
October 8, 2010, BSP Circular No. 695 is issued to provide guidance on the definition of ‘Related
Interest.’

2017 2016
Total outstanding DOSRI loans P=803,107 P=195,540
Percent of DOSRI loans granted under regulations

existing prior to BSP Circular No. 423 – –
Percent of DOSRI loans granted under BSP

Circular No. 423 – –
Percent of DOSRI loans to total loans 0.04% 0.01%
Percent of unsecured DOSRI loans to total DOSRI

loans 0.04% 0.01%
Percent past due DOSRI loans to total DOSRI loans – –
Percent of non-performing DOSRI loans to total

DOSRI loans – –

As of December 31, 2017 and 2016, DOSRI includes fringe benefit loans to officer amounting to
P=0.80 million and P=0.20 million, respectively.  The Bank submits regular report to BSP on
“Availment of Financial Assistance to Officers and Employees” as prescribed under Subsection
X339.4 of the Manual of Regulations for Banks (MORB).

BSP Circular No. 560 provides that the total outstanding loans, other credit accommodation and
guarantees to each of the bank’s/quasi-bank’s subsidiaries and affiliates shall not exceed 10.00% of
the net worth of the lending bank/quasi-bank, provided that the unsecured portion of which shall not
exceed 5.00% of such net worth.  Further, the total outstanding loans, credit accommodations and
guarantees to all subsidiaries and affiliates shall not exceed 20.00% of the net worth of the lending
bank/quasi-bank; and the subsidiaries and affiliates of the lending bank/quasi-bank are not related
interest of any director, officer and/or stockholder of the lending institution, except where such
director, officer or stockholder sits in the BOD or is appointed officer of such corporation as
representative of the bank/quasi-bank.

On May 12, 2009, BSP issued Circular No. 654 allowing a separate individual limit of 25.00% of the
net worth of the lending bank/quasi-bank to loans of banks/quasi-banks to their subsidiaries and
affiliates engaged in energy and power generation.

20. Supplementary Information for Cash Flow Analysis

The following table shows the reconciliation analysis of liabilities arising from financing activities for
the year ended December 31, 2017:

Beginning
balance Cash flows

Dividend
declaration

Amortization of
discount

Ending
balance

Bills payable (Note 11) P=440,000,000 P=57,145,480 P=– (P=2,436,550) P=498,023,590
Deposit for future stocks

subscription (Note 13) 4,080,000 47,512,800 – – 51,592,800
Dividends payable (Note 11) – (130,270,982) 130,284,129 – 13,147
Total liabilities from financing

activities P=444,080,000 (P=25,612,702) P=130,284,129 (P=2,436,550) P=549,629,537
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21. Approval for the Release of Financial Statements

The BOD of the Bank has reviewed and approved the release of the accompanying financial
statements on March 10, 2018.

22. Report on the Supplementary Information Required under Revenue Regulations (RR)
No. 15-2010

On November 25, 2010, the BIR issued RR No. 15-2010 to amend certain provisions of
RR No. 21-2012.  The regulations provide that starting 2010, the notes to financial statements shall
include information on taxes and licenses paid or accrued during the taxable year.

The components of ‘Taxes and licenses’ recognized in the statement of income for the year ended
December 31, 2017, follow:

GRT P=39,849,410
DST 1,605,666
Business permits and licenses 1,529,385
Real property tax 150,239

P=43,134,700

Withholding taxes in 2017 are categorized into:

Paid:
Final withholding tax on interest expense and dividends declared P=6,755,562
Withholding taxes on compensation and benefits 5,366,522
Expanded withholding tax 2,589,064

14,711,148
Accrued:
Withholding taxes on compensation and benefits 1,259,667
Expanded withholding tax 430,348
Final withholding tax on interest expense and dividends declared 728,193

2,418,208
P=17,129,356

Tax Assessments and Cases
As of December 31, 2017, the Bank has no outstanding final assessment notice from the BIR or cases
in court or bodies outside the BIR.
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